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Blind student finds her
niche in h.orficulture .
Debbie Robertson, a BSU
horticulture student, was named
a "Student of the Month .. in
February by the Mayor's Com-
milteeonEmploying theHaIidi-,
capped and Older Worker.
Robertson, who was declared
legal Iyblind at age 8,received a
plaque Trom Mayor Dirk
Kernpthorne during a luncheon
ceremony.
Robertson, who is the first
blind student to attend the hor-
ticulture program, enrolled at
BSU in Sept. 1989. Horticul-
ture instructor Neldon Oyler
praised Robertson, of whom he
said "through touch and smell
outdoes the other students by a
long shot,"
She is equally appreciative
of Oyler. "Mr. Oyler was the
first person who believed in me
and made me believe in my-
self," she said.
Because her father was in
the military" Robertson spent
her childhood moving between
schoolsinthej'hilippines.Cali-
fornia, Oklahoma, Washington
andldaho. MostofRobertson's
schooling was self-taught be-
cause she said many of her
teachers were not trained to
instruct a student who was visu-
ally. impaired.
Although she dropped out
of school after eighth grade,
Robertson went on to receive
her General Education Diploma
(GED) at age 16afteraltending
a self-motivated program at the
Eastern Idaho Vo-Tech Learn-
ing Center.
After completing a six-
week internship this spring at
Garden Center West, Robertson
will receive her horticulture
certificate. She would ulti-
mately like to start her own
business in Boise selling bulbs
and cut flowers.
A divorced mother of two,
Robertson also has been active
with BSU's Alternate Mobility
Adventure Seekers recreation
program and enjoys waterskiing
and horseback riding,' ' '
,Student of the Month De.bb1eRobertson finds her way around shrUbbery, flowers and
trees with senses other than her sight: She has been legally blind since whe was 8 years
old. She will complete the BSU horticulture program this spring.
Keiser decides fate of fees
Fiflhand fino/ticket
activities provided for part-time SRL Director Richard McKin-
students. 'non said the lesser increase means
Keiser said "very little interest "less money will be available to do
was. shown in this fee. and it did not renovations and remodels at Uni-
BSU President John Keiser appear to he the product of careful,' versity Courts,"
. announced his decisions on pro- coordinated planning," McKinnon said he will begin
posed fee and rate increases re- The most controversial fee holding tenant meetings on a more
quested by the campus recreation proposal thjs year was the increase regular basis. so that university
and intramural program, ASBSU in the monthly rents for the univer- apartment residents are "more in- Citing student apathy and the
and the Office of Student Residen- sityapartmentcomplexesrequested volved with thedccision-making as ongoingproblemsofnon-iraditlonal
tial Life. bytheOfficeofStuden~Residential it happens," . students, Tom Humphries and Grant
With regards to the proposals Life.' 'BSU student Phil Sheridan. a Roy announced their respective
to establish a recreation fee, Keiser Approximately 75 concerned University Courts resident, said the candidacies for ASBSU President
rejected both proposals. apartment residents attended a for- lower rent increase was "a victory and Vice President on March 21.
"There is no doubt a need to mal fee. hearing on March 13. of sorts," However, he said he still They are the fifth and final ticket in
increasesupportinthisarea.andthe Apartment residents who testified rather would have seen arent-freeze, the presidential race.
proposals were well presented. They at the hearing asked Keiser to deny since thiS would 00 the third in- "When I started taking classes
are denied at this time ...... Keiser SRL the rent increase because they crease in as many years. at night in 1985. no one seemed to
said in a memo dated April 3 to his did not believe their landlord, SRL, "It's a shame SRL hits this care about what was going on," said
Presidential Cabinet, He cited three had exhausted all other avenues impasse annually," Sheridan Said.· Humphries. "Sadly. the situation is
reasons for turning down the. re- before deeiding on a rent hike. He said, in the wake of the worse today. There are almost
quest. For instance, Keiser felt the Several students said SRL should semester's events, tenants are at- 12,000 students at BSU and some-
. "proposal should include a broader look into energy and resource con- tempting to organize an apartment one can get elected with less than
'approach to fitness and wellness ac- "-servation methods. advocacy group. 200 votes.
tivities" and that "accreditation and Keiser did allow SRL to in- Keiser did give the go-ahead "Ifthe increasing apathy among
other compelling needs this year, crease the rents. however at levels for SRL to raise residence hall room students is not reversed, the student
make the proposed general fee in- of4.7ti:> 5.4 percent instead of the and board rates 4 to 4.9 percent. government will be obsolete,"
crease ofa higher priority. The rec- 4.7 to 10.7 percent SRL had re- ,McKinnon said this was a neces- Both Humphries and Roy are
reation fee plus the general feewould quested. The proposed 10 to lQ.7 . sary increaseto offset inflation. senior political science majors, and
.impose too large a burden." . percent increases. in. rents would Keiser said in his memo that . both interned at the Idaho Legisla- Roy. said the support. system
. Terry-Ann Spitzer, director of haveaffeeted University Courts his "decisions are based on the ture this session. ., .. would inclu4eweekly. support
the recreation and intramurals pro- residents, and would have raised University's commitment to pro- "Our basis for running is to meetings one night a week, facilita-
gram, said while she was disap- their rents from a minimum of-$18 vide a reasonable amount of ade- reverse the current apathy towards tors to help manage the conflicts
pointedwithKeiser'sdecision,she permonthtoamaxir!lumof$30per quate housing at rates below the government," said Humphries. between home; school and work.
understood his reasoning.' month.. present rates in the Boise market. "Tom and I hath have a desire to and a monthly newsletter treating
"We will bebaCk," Spitzer said. Due to Keiser's halving the Apartment rates remain from 15 to serve and are capable of worldrig suchissuesasscholarshipinforma-
','1 have not yet given up on the propos~ increase. residents will 30percentbelowcomparablehous~ with people towards a common tion. child care and hollsing. and a
idea.... . now pay a minimum ()C $9 to a ing in the city. Further. thesedeci": goal." newsletter that would go to local
Keiser also deniedASBSU's maximumof$15 a month moreror . sions reflect the University's need 'The ticket's platfOrm cites such . businesses.' .
request to establish a $4 per semes- rent beginning July J. 1990, mean- to maintain its investment in hous- issues as greater awareness for the "Let·s make BSU a proud point
ter "ASBSUFee" for pari-time ing the lowest-priced campus apart- ing at least at its presentstite by Vo-Techschooland"otherdepart~ on the map. nota cornerpost in a
students to sUpport ASBSU,Stu- merit will rentfor$179 and.highest- . . ".". . - mentsnotcurrentIyinthespotlight,u small state,"said Roy."~t's help
• dent Programs Board and other priced ap~ent will go for $295. See 'fees, page 2 amoreefficientparkings}'stem,ex- Idaho.to grow."
by Holly M. Anderson
The UnlverS\,tyNews
Tom Humphries enters
race for presidency
panded access to the BSUcomputer
system and closer ties between stu-
dent govemment.and the BSU Ca-
reer Planning and Placement Of-
fice.
Roy.and Humphries also pro-
posed a re-entry program for non-
traditional students. "Unfortunately,
the non-traditional student battling
the responsibility of a family, job
and school with no support system
often ends up dropping out," said
Roy. .
by tarry PurViance
,The University News
"If the increasing apathy
among students is notre-
versed, the student govern-
ment will be obsolete. "
.._ ...... ,.,-_._ .. _ ...__ .._-_.~---_. ---_._-_._-
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Senate setsguidelines for
voluntary on-campus
bicycle registration
Page 2 Apri19, 1990.
Excuse 'me ythile'l touch the sky·~ ~ -~ . .
by Loren Petty
The University News
With student safety at the "top
of their priority list," the ASBSU
Senate has set forth guidelines con-
cerning bicycles on campus. Sen-
ate Resolution #9, introduced by
Senators Ron Craig and Mike Had-
don, calls for a voluntary bike reg-
istration program as well as laying
down guidelines such as pedestri-
ans'right-of-way.
The resolution states that
"specific rules and penalties would
be unenforceable." Regarding the
nature of these rules the resolution
also states "these are not to be set
down as rules with fines and penal-
ties attached, rather safety guide-
lines that rely on peer pressure and
education for enforcement."
ASBSU President Pat Reilly
said that next fall a brochure de-
scribing the guidelines will be dis-
tributed to those who voluntarily
register their bikes.
Reilly said the PU1]lPseof vol-
untary registration is to make it
The University News
easier for law enforcementagen-
cies to track down bikes stolen at
BSU. He also said the program will
be administered by the Senate Stu-
dent Affairs Committee and that
law enforcement agencies will not
be involved unless a bike is stolen.
The bill states: Pedestrians have
the right of way; bikes should be
registered for theft protection; bikes
should beparked, in provided racks;
students should, when possible, park
their bikes and walk the remainder
of the time on campus; bikes should
be kept away from building exits
and, any areas where they might
presents safety hazard; riders should
always announce to the pedestrian
on which side she or he intends to
pass; riders should walk their bikes
in congested areas; bikes should not
be ridden inside buildings; bicy-
clists should adhere to a 5 mph
speed limit and reckless riding
should be avoided.
The $445 that has been allo-
cated for the program will go for the
purchase of stickers, registration
cards and publishing costs of the
brochure.
Fees -------
continued from front page
meoting inflationary increases at this
rate.
"Only minor improvements can
be made; Itmust be understood that
they are part of a budgeting and
funding scheme in which the Stu-
dent Union Building, the residence
halls, and the apartments are inter-
dependent in many ways, but much
effort has been made to treat each
fairly. Finally, they are part of a
continuing planning effort meant to
improve the quality of housing
available on campus, to increase the
number of units (both residence hall
and apartment) available, and to
find a reasonable way to fund this
expansion. .
"It is imperative that interested
students in the residence halls, in
the apartments, and in ASBSU be
involved in understanding and solv-
ing the challenge 04providing low-
cost, quality housing on campus
and in the city."
Keiser has put forth a recom-
mendation to the State Board of .
Education asking for a generalfee
increase of around 5 percent, which
if approved by the board at the mid-
April meetirig, would raise fees, spe-
cifically the matriculation fee paid
each semester, by approximately
$25.
Keiser said in his memo that "It
is safe to say several special ac- ,
creditations at the University de-
pend on this proposed increase." ,
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Senatorial candidates state their views
Presented on this page are the 10 . .. . . .ASBSU senatorial candidates run- Science Association vice-president, -Squirrels don't need to be re- -Abolitionofmeatby-products
ning for office this semester. The senator, interned for the Idaho House located/Environmental concerns.· in pet foods and textured vegetable
inti ti bIished directli of Representatives, protein in frozen burritos.
orma on puou came y .-Keep the photo identification
offtheCandidate Information sheets Nadine
provided by the Blecuon Board. - project going.
The candidates were asked to -Makeallattemptstokeepstu-Michalscheck dent fees down.
list five issues affecting BSU stu- - Cooperation between the leg-
dents and their stands on those is-sues. Not all the candidates listed islative and executive branches.
.; five issues. -Peiition for lighting on cam-
ASBSU elections are April 11 Position Running For: Sena- pus and University Drive. .
and 12. Election results will be tor for the College of Arts and - Continue work on the vol un-
printed in the April 16 issue of The Sciences.tary bicycle registration program
University News. Music. Theory/ Composition for students.
and Music Performance.
Awards and honors: Arts and
Sciences senator,BSU Ambassa-
dor, Kappa Kappa Psi secretary,
various ensembles and committees
, within the music department.
- Opposed to the ban of alco-
holic beverages in residence halls
when they house students of legal
drinking age.
-Would like to see an escort
system, along with better lighting
established.
-Would.like to see a women's
.resource center on campus.
•Wanfan all-campus recycling
program implemented;
- Want to extensively work on
more studeni/ASBSU Senate inter-
action.
The University News
Colleen
Fellows
Position Running For: Sena-
tor, Arts and Sciences.
Advertising Design.
Awards and honors: Honors
program at BSU, president of BSU·
Residence Hall Association.
-Parking-Better enforcement
and Possible deck parking.
- Campus Iighting--BSU needs
better lighting.
. - Residence Hall Representa-
don-Issues that would affect the
living arrangements of hall students
should be discussed with those stu-
dents.
• The associated student body
ofBSU needs to be better informed
of what is happening in the Senate
meetings so they can attend.
- There needs to be a better link
of communication between all
branches of the student government
to ensure cooperation and under-
standing.
Keri's Executive services
Word processing, Spreadsheets
Resumes' Letter Quality
Quick Service, Competitive Rates
375-8549
rt'_. J. _
Men's Apparel
§.~_ mtips
. ON THE GROVE
·80) Main s 342-8747
Mike
Haddon
Jim
McAllister
Position Running For: Sena-
tor for the School of Social Sci-
ences and Public Affairs.
Political Science.
Awards and honors: Political
Ask about "Resumes For Life.~·
Position Running Fori Sena-
tor, School of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs.
Communication.
Awards and honors: Who's
Who of American Universities,
chairperson of 88-89 the year SPB
88-89, Intern with Student Activi-
ties, SPB Lectures Chair, CSO vice-
president 88-89, AIDS Awareness
Committee 88-89.
-Parking-More. research
needs to be done regarding policies
about reserved parking and alterna-
tive solutions to parking lots.
-Lighting-e-With the amount of
students attending night classes,
campus lighting needs to improved.
-Student I.D.-This is 1990.
It's high time we utilize electronic
capabilities at our disposal.
.ASBSU should take a stand
on human rights.
We are working for you
Equal representation for all students
Greater voice for non-traditional students
Unifing Vo-Techwith theUniversity
Provide more efficient parking
Explore possibilitles.ot nightti":le escorts.
Improving rec and weight lifting rooms
Prog~m for placing students in the workforce
Expand student access to computers .
Student support program
._ToPPingl
I.when you purchase any.i size Frozen Yogurt. •
•
·Offer good with coupon only. Not g6o<l In combl- •
nation wiLh any other offer. Ono coupon per visit. •
. • Offer good only at.locatJon(s) listed. VoId where .
prohibited or restricted by law. Offer explres_._. •
I ~.OBll~.
, I . ......
L;"_.22~ !!!:~!. __ J,.
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No photo
available
No photo
available.
Gary Myers.
Position Running For: Sena-
tor Vo-Tech. .
Business and Office Manage-
ment (Vo-Tech)
-Lighting on campus-need
. moreofit.
-Campus security-e-need more
of it and more visible.
-Stndent parking-?
-Student lounge in Vo-tech
center.
Rene Hurtado.
Position Running For: Sena-
tor for the College of Technology •
Engineering.
Awards and honors: Involved
in J 2 different clubs and activities
and/or honors, deeply involved in
MECHA organization on campus.
-I feel students should be aware
and should be involved in the deci-
sions made in the Senate.
•I think the parking problem
that almost every single student
faces should be resolved as soon as
possible.
-There should bemore lighting
along the Greenbelt, and especially
in the middle of the campus.
t.>
Jerry C.
Banks
No photo
availablePosition Running For: Sena-
tor, Health/Science.
Pre-med.
Awards and honors: Academic
letter, honors society, ASB vice-
president
•Improve campus lighting
-Expand the child care pro-
gram
'Initiate campus-wide recy-
cling plan .
-Improve weight training fa-
cilities for non-varsity athletes
Michael D. Negri.
Position Running For: .Sena-
tor, College of Technology.
Drafting.
-Strongly support a student
book sale to allow students to sell
their books to other students and
decrease the Bookstore's monop-
See "Senators," page 19
the--------------
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Q1tote Of tfie Weet
~lIlnNovember we will remember:· slidappis
Doerr and Gourneau ~""<' .,' .~;best bet .for qualified, "v
quc;alily leadership
In evaluating the candidates running for ASBSU president
and vice president this spring, Holger Doerr and Isadore
Goumeau are the most impressive candidates of the lot with -
their cooperative teamworking skills and obvious respect for
each other's opinions and abilities. Having two strong candi-
dates with proven leadership qualifications double the bene- '
fits for the student population they will serve. .
We are equally impressed with the Doerr/Goumeau plat-
form concerning child-care issues, their plan for developing
recycling stations on campus and their willingness to take a
stand on the controversial condom issue. They are' hard-
working realists who are able to hold their own around the
BSU administration and with students. Goumeau's cultural
heritage also will prove an asset by providing a perspective
and voice unique to BSU minority students.While we extend our endorsement to the Doerr/Goumeau 1-------------,....-----------,....-------
ticket, hoping that it doesn't prove to be the kiss of death, we One senator's experience
strongly encourage students to vote for the candidate of their A':SBSUS·' t f" 'd- t t
choice. The power that we have as students and as citizens is -.- emeser O· Iseon en
the power of the vote.
" If only Andrus could veto Symms ASBSU Elections are coming' " ••• ask themtheirl'iew of the purpose of student
The same kind of folks who brought us the Right to Work up. Wow, what a rushl What are government, if it really has one. "
(but not toeam a fair wage) and donated to Sen. Steve Symms the issues, anyway?: '
(more out-of-state PAC money goes into his senatorial cam- I spent'abOuta yeaflin student i
& 1 . government as the graduate school •
paigns than any other candidate in the nation) were 10i ed 10 senator. Thelasthalfmightbecome ..' ..
their latest attempt to use Idaho voters, as dupes. known as ..the semester of discon- providing an eclectic mix of enter- .' Most of it goes baCkto the students
The money that boughtall thosefull-page ads in the I'daho tent" in the history of ASBSU. It tainmentopportunitiesfor BSUand in the form of programs sponsored
Statesman advocating the pro-life point of view while the began in the spring of 1989with a ' the community. The Powell recall either by the SPB or the 100 or so
abortion debate raged in the Idaho Legislature was, for the controversy over Randy Powell's effort focused on perceptions of clubs on campus. The only place
most part, furnished by the National Right to Life Committee. appointment to SPB director. It senate meddling in the Martin Lu- students are not getting theirended. forme, on March 1with the ther King day celebration through money's worth is in the ASSSU
All for the purpose of manipulating Idahoans into yet another senate dropping impeachmentpro- ASBSU funding. itself. The senate, (by wasting its
embarassing political debacle. Had their efforts been success- ceedings against President Reilly. Several senators expressed time spending the small amount of
.ful, Idaho taxpayers would have found themselves footing the In between, senators were threat- concern about hiring a non-student money left over) after student or-
enormous legal bill that would be involved in challenging the ened with recall, a candidate was professionalforthepositionofldaho ganizations and the Student PIo-
U.S. Supreme Court on the Roe vs. Wade abortion rights case. disqualified and reinstated over at; student lobbyist mtherthan a stu- grams Board are funded..neglects
Much to their disappointment, Gov. Cecil Andrus vetoed leged election code violations, and dent with ASBSU funds.' Money, to address its primary purpose as athe senate and thepresident banged and how 'it was spent in ASBSU, participantinuniversitypolicymak.
the National Right to Life Committee's legislative creation: heads over a proposed statewide wasattherootoftheevil. Weprima ing, Its agenda includes regular
lIB 625. ' " lobbying effort and appointments .donnas in the senate were more reports from its own committees,
And-now, fellow citizens, we can breath freely and set to.ASBSUoffi~.: Through all of concernedwithwielding the power butonly sporadic announcements
about the business of determining the direction our state will thisl wa.tehedwh!leASB~Uceased of the purse over the student body concerning activities in the various
take on the emotionally-charged issue of abortion. Now is the to function as a viable VOicefor the than withusingthepowerofthestu- governing boards and committees
th
den . student body as a whole. We be- dent body ill·theuniversity admini- throughout the campus who make
time to put the matter. up for a vote and let e emocranc came focused upon ourselves and stration. In thelatestexample,I saw policy for the university. Andmost
process this nation was founded upon work its magic. our own problems, while the.uni- noofficialASBSUvoicementioned of these-camefrom the president'S
We are grateful to our now world-famous governor foryersit~adm~":is.tration went a~ut inaUniversityNewsstory'covering reports., '
refusing to cave in to the pressure exerted upon himby the Its~usmessrws~g fees an~wntmg hearings.on rent increases for the So go forth, students, and ask:
National Right to Life Committee and all its bags of money. po~cy for parkingchousing, and university housing. The ASBSU thecandidatesquestions. Askthem
He has done a lot to deflect the rampant opinion that Idaho is vanous otherprograms, ,Thesenate , has sold'its soul, its voice and lead- how theywould return ASBSU itsheard about f;heseproposals later ership role, for thirty pieces of sil- lost soul. Ask them all where the .
a backwoods, jerkwater little state, and that its people, if you and later dunng the process, andver. discontent of 1989·90 came from
are willing to spend enough money, can be propagandized became !D?re~d more reactive to ! have been listening to the and how it can be avoided in the
into doing just about anythi~g.' the admtnistration. At the end of presidential candidates, waiting to' future. Above all, ask them where
my tenure, ASBSU hardly took hear some indication of how they they were,when Student Residen-
Where was ASBSU
?. "tialLifeflJ'Stdiscussedraisingrents
.and the Parking Conlrol Board fast
E
'. bo barded ith ASBSU 1 . proposed evening parking fees and -very semester we are mn WI e ecnon bicycle registration. Going back
campaign propaganda promising to represent the-interests of ','TheASBSU has sold its soul, its voice and lead- even further, ask them where they
students. - h· l I'. 30· . ,#, il" werewhenStudentUnion manage-
Well. where were those elected officials when the fee -ers "pro eJor ~leces oJ s veT. mentdecided todo both renovation
hearings were being conducted on March 13? and expansion at the same time.
. Why weren't they there to publically support the recrea- This doubles the expense and in-, . . th h' .' convenience of movingoffices and ,
tion fee increase? ~ey voted to support itduring one of their partm emec anlSmthatputs such ,.intend toregain that soul. None, so personnelwhenbuildingtheexpan-
meetings.)" proposals 'before,President Keiser far,havegivenareal answer. None, sion,moving,midthengoing ahead
Why weren't they there supporting the campus apartment and the State Board of Education. in fact, seem to recognize the prob- with renovation wouldhave served
'd .' th h' h'? The· problems seemed to re- lem. All remain focused on the the students better. Above all, ask
reSl ents at e ousmg rate eanngs. volvearoundmoney-the$300,OOO money-howmuchandwhospends '. th ..' f
Worst of all, not one ASBSU official or can.didate for or so that ASBSU distributes each itOfthefive I have to admireEric ein theirvlew of the purpose 0
ASBSU office. attended the hearing .on the g~neral ..fee in- fISCal year. Much of the objection Love for takiOgpart in ihesysteml student government, if it really has
crease. Kudos to ASBSU President Pat Reilly for his atten- to Randy Powell's appointment he felt abused him last faIl. But he one. lwould like iosee if any of
. . h th f . stem.m.ed fi.romfears he.might slatt too, chants.'·wi'th.the..rest alxlut them.evenhav~ answers to these
dance at mo' st' of the, .hearings, but w ere were e rest 0 our . questions or like a l'ormer U Sturning stridentprograming toward "where the moneyASBSU spendS .' , . '. ; , ..' .'I' ' ',,'
representatives? " .. ,. ~~~,~~ ..{>to~.t.8,l.l,t~~at.r.ro~.~~'" Forget abo11tthemoney'-' presl~en~,.~~p~ canilot~~:._.
by David Kennedy
The University News
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ties. she also took on the SQCC
. project of surveying BSU students
forthe purpose of determining child
care needs. This was an enormous
project which Kimberly orches-
trated at the highest level ofprofes-
, Editor: sionalism. I can't stress the effect
A thousand-thanks to those the results of this survey will have
individuals who contributed to the in dealing with BSU administration
. March 19th Carp and Sucker sec- and ASBSU in obtaining expanded
tion of The University News. I was child care services for the sttident/
all set for more info about the stupid parents of BSU.
campus politics and abortion issues As a student who has been
when Iwas slapped with some real actively involved in the BSU child
entertainment. Morel Morel care issue for the past two years, I
S. Pack . have complete confidence in Kim-
berly to advocate effectively for this
crucial issue. If you are a student/
parent, or just a student concerned
with the child care issue, you will be
well-served by voting for Jeff
Duggan and kimberly 'Ziebarth on
April 11 and 12.
Tha'nks for the
fish relief
Kennon not
doing her job
Barbara JonesEditor:
You are probably aware of the
fact that Teri Kennon has announced
her candidacy forstudentbody Vice
President. Her theme is action for
the students and ~ clean upASBSU.
As a fellow senator I can only call
this pathetic political rhetoric.
Kennon'sactionsoverthepastthree Editor:
and a half months hardly show The ASBSU Senate has taken a
concern for the students. beating from angered. students
Sen. Kennon has not even had around campus. Perhaps we should
one bill pass the senate. She has not take a closer look at the ASBSU
contacted all of the student clubs Senate.
and organization that have been as- Several students have criticized
signed to her. She was to act as a Ithesenate for fighting among them-
liaison between these organizations selves. As a senate member, I'd like
and the senate. She has failed to ·:to be the first to say that I've never
attend at least half of her posted worked with a better group of stu-
office hours. Office hours are set dents. Over the past year, my fel-
aside so the student body can con- lowsenatorshavebecomemorethan
tact their senator and so the senator working companions, they have be-
can have time to remain up to date come my friends. The supposed
on currentASBSU affairs. "fighting" simply doesn't exist.
Are youready for the biggest I'd like to show students the
joke of all? She leaves almost every good aspects of the ASBSU Senate
senate meeting early and has missed which seldom, ifever, gets positive
almost all the end voting. Kennon coverage. The senate stopped a
also has shown a tendency to ab- mandatory bicycle registration pro-
stain from voting more than any grampushedby~eadministration.
other senator. Shedoesn'tvoteand 'Instead, we are implementing a
then she claims to want action for voluntary bicycle registration pro-
the students? Actions for the stu- gram, free to all students. The sen-
dents, right Teri, your actions speak ate quickly objected to a complete
louder than your rhetoric. . alcohol ban on campus. We helped
- fund the Martin Luther King Cele-
Curtis Osterloh bration and the Social Sciences
ASBSU Senatorat Large, Conference. The senate provided
fund'! for a climbing structure for
the Students for Quatity Child Care,
and we have provided funds 10 nu- .
merous clubs and organizations on ,
campus for conferences and com-
petitions. The list goes on and on.
As you can see, the senate is not in-
effective, and we are not wasting
your funds.
Please listen closely to the criti-
cisms directed at the ASBSUSen-'
ate .. Before you draw conclusions.]
talk to one of the senators. I am
doing my best to help students of
Boise State. I'm not trying to waste
their time and money.
Mike Haddon
ASBSU Senaior.
Haddon not
trying to waste
students' time
~Ziebarth,corY)~"
miffed to child
care issue
Don't base vote
·N .... •
on how good
the parties are
Editor:
I write this letter because I am
worried about the coming elections.
It appears to me that some people
who are running for office are using
tactics that have nothing to do with
issues to win votes. I personally
want to vote for somebody who has
Ron Craig good ideas and is well qualified to
be president of this University. I
believe that voting for a person just Editor:
because they throw a party will put I would like to take this oppor-
BSU in a hole. Voting for a person tunity to urge my fellow students to
just because he is good at putting support the Doerr/Goumeau candi-
down the past government will put dacy for ASBSU president/vice-
'J~!I'tlitl~ti;tl~;Er§i~~~!;'~;;~E:~E~:~~:
•••••••Etllli8nl'8.~......... ~~~~o~~~~~tw~~~~::~i:: ~~~~~~e::~~e;~~~~h~~fl:
many holes in our government, or most effective in the job. .
we can find a candidate who knows Doerr has served on the ASBSU
about issues and has realistic goals Financial Advisory Board. is an
and ideas that will benefit the stu- Ambassador for BSU, treasurer of
dents of BSU. Let's fmd out what Omicron Delta Epsilon to name a
all these candidates are all about so few.
;i ;=.:~e~~~~i:;~~:l ASB~~S~~~to~,a~~~ra~~~d:r~
Marco Valle President-Native Ameriean club,
il\ilil~ll"'~~~~~~~~n~:r~e··;~ l~ ~~·
< 0/········· ests at heart gram. The above experience, lead-•••••••••••••••••••••••·!••J ••~Qm§ •••J.!. • •• •••••••••••••••.. Editor: ~~~f~':n~~~::~~o;:~=
In my opinion the 1990-91 the best possible representation. .
campaign for president/vice-presi- John T. O'Hara
deni is very competitive.' .I feel.
however, that the decision is an
easy' one. Choose the Doerrl
Goumeau ticket
,I have worked with them per-
sonally and know that they have the
best interests of the student in mind.
The two are hard-working and en-
ergetic individuals. They both have
participated as BSU ambassadors
and are active in fraternities, school,
student government, and part-time
jobs.
Doerr/Goumeau have a link
with the faculty and staff with their
past participation in' student gov-
emmentandasambassadors. Their
communication with the staff will
continue on if they are elected!
I feel that Lean count on these
two' to do their best to continue
making Boise State the best school
in Idaho.
are old empty campaign promises.
Having looked at the candi-
dates I wish to offer my support for,
and encourage your consideration
of, John Bartels and Greg Parden
for ASBSU president and vice-presi-
dent, respectively. These two indi-
viduals offer attainable goals for
student government that concern
student Issues; a student run book
sale, campus security and increased
funding for clubs and organizations.
I think it is important to look
realistically at what candidates claim
they will do and discern if it is I)
attainable, and 2) .a benefit for the
students. Don'tbeswayedbyband-
wagon politics or false promises
and. as always, VOTER. BE-
WARE!!!
Bartels"and
Forden get,
support from
ton Burke
University.' I urge you to vote for
Bartels and Farden for President
and Vice-President.
Lon Burke
ASBSU Vice-President
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Their involvement in' student
activities and general concern for
all individuals and groups on cam-
pus shows that these two are the
best qualified for the office. I am
sure that in the future they will
uphold the ideals upon which they
are running, and run an effective
office.
Vote Doerrand Goumeau April
lland 12.
Kyle Kitterman
Doerr and
Gourneau ....
impressive
platform
Student be-
friended by
Kennon
Editor:
I would like to express my
gratitude to the students of Boise
State University for allowing me to
serve as ASBSU .Vice-President.
.As I depart my office, I would like'
to urge your support for the Bartels
and Parden executive ticket.
, In my opinion, Sen.John Bar-
tels and Greg Parden are by far the
bestqualifiedcand,idates. They have
established ambitious yetattainable
, goals that provide maximum bene-
fits for you the studenJ.
, Bartels and Farden will imple-
ment a'student-run book sale/ex-
chafige to save you money from.
exorbitantly priced textbooks. They
wiUhatt the frivolous spending'of
your money to fllUlIlceunnecessary .
executive travel and reappropriate'
the money, maIdng it more acces-
Editor: sible for student clubs and organi-
Once again election fever zation. .
strikes BSU's campus, and as a1- Bartels and Fanlen will con-
ways students are besieg~ withtinuetostandupforstlidents'rights.
campaign literature that's purpose Se_Bartels was a key figure in
is to win our vote. I think all stu-theefforts to stop a complete ban of
dents should takea real look atwhat alcohol in the residence halls.
the candidatesare~ying, and just I'm convinced Bartels arid
how attainable their goals are; sOmeFarden will do the best job in serv-
I have had the privilege of hearing ing th~' students of Boi~ State
Editor:
Occasionally the chance arises
to thank a certain individual who
may have gone unthanked for their .
special kindness and helpfulness. '
Teri Kennon is such an indio'
vidual. 'I'd like to thank her for
going aboveand beyond the normal
duties of a fellow student.
, I arrived at BSU from Cody,
,Wyoming in August as a transfer
student, somewhat disoriented A
Mark Scroggie new. school, a new state, new'
people-i-I: was sli!thtly over-
Doerr a·nd whelmed. I met .Teri through anacquaintance a few days after my
G . b t arrival .. 'She infonned me aboutourneau es BSUand was extremely helpful and
qua·I.-f.-edfor infonnativeinregai'ds tosuch things.. as registration. campus, clubs,office ASBSU, ete~ She even took time
, froniher busy schedule to offer me
Editor: "-..... . acoinpletetourofC1unpus. Shehas
. .In the upcommg elecuons on' alsooffere4anyfurtherassistan~I , '
April Hand 12, 1would strongly may need. She's turned out to be a
endorse Holger Doerr and' Isadore friend I neverexpected to find.
Gourneau for the office of ASBSU
president and vice-president. .
. 1have known these two indi-
viduals for several years. Out of all
the candidates inv<ilved.Holgerand
Isadore best representtheintere8tS
ofBSUstudents. .
Editor:
, As a student/parent who is
actively involved in theBSU child
care issue, I would like to take this
opportunity to voice my support for
KimbedyZiebarthforASBSU vice-
president ' ' ..
There are other executive' of~
fiee candidates that have "voiCed"
support for improved and expanded
child care on campus. Kimberly
has done much more than simply;:c:;;:~u::r:a~:'::~,Vote-f,or Bartels
mote· and enhance the child care· d F .d '
situation 'at BSU. Having a young an . ar en
child herself, she understands what
studenl/parents face when they
decide to attend college.
, Kimberly served' as the vice-
president. of Students. for Quality
Child Care this past year. SQCC is
a student organization that· advo-
cates for student parents, children,
and theprofessional staffattheBSU
Child Care Center; Not only did
.Kimberly fulfillberrequired du-
Tdfal'll,Feeley
,.'
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Fathers for
Equal
Rights offers
support
Are you losing, contact with
yourchildrenthrough divorce? The
Boise chapter of Fathers For Equal
Rights may be able to help. The
support group fills the gap for di-
vorced and unwed fathers, second
wives and grandparents experienc-
ing domestic/visitation' problems.
Fathers For Equal Rights will meet
April 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the Boise
City Hall's Bonneville Room. For
more information call Lloyd
Trimner at 934-5942.
World's Largest
Yard Sale
needs saleable
merchandise
Have you replaced your televi-
sionset? Are you wondering what
to do with the old one? You can
donate it and other items from your
homeorbusinessto BSU's"World's
Largest Yard Sale." New and used
merchandise is welcome.
The yard sale will be held from
9 a.m.-5 p.m. April 20 and 9 a.m.-4
p.m. April 21 in the Bronco Sta-
dium parlcing lot. Items remaining
after the sale will be donated to the
Idaho Youth Ranch.
Sponsored' by the. School of
Vocational TechnicalEdueation,the
sale provides financial aid andserv-
ices for vo-tech students and uni-
versity-related activities.' The yard
sale, a tradition since 1981, raised
almost $lO,OOOin 1989.
Donations are tax deductible
and a pickup service is available.
For additional information, call 385-
1431.
Third Peaceful
Settlements
conference to
be held
Judith Wallerstein, author of
Second Chances and an authority
on the effect of divorce on U.S.
society, will be the keynote speaker
during the third statewide confer-
ence on peaceful solutions to con-
flict. '
"Peaceful Settlements III:
Families in Transition" is sched-
uled for April 18-20, at the Red
Lion Riverside in Boise. Waller-
stein will speak at 7:30 p.m, April
19.
"This is the third time a Peace-
ful Settlements conference has been
held in Idaho," Peaceful Settlements
III Chair Patricia Young said. "Each
time we have focused on ways to
solve important issues without re-
sorting to court action or to vio-
lence." '
The training sessions sched-
tiled for Apri118 and 19 include
child custody meditation, workplace
disputes, ways to help school stu-
dents resolve conflict, family medi-
tation and alternative dispute reso-
lution for legal practitioners, ,
During the April 20 sessions;
participants will discuss programs"
resources and public policies that,
encourage peaceful solutions to:
problems at work, in the family, in,
schools, in the community and in.
the legal profession.
Conference registration is
,$225. Full registration includes two
days of "skills building" on April
18 and 19, Wallerstein's keynote
address and policy-discussion ses-
sions and luncheon on Friday, April
20.
Send registrations to Peaceful
Settlements, School of Social Sci-
ences and Public Affairs, Room E-
717, Boise State University.
For more information, call BSU
project coordinator Barbara
Knudson-Fields at 385-3776.
English major
wins writing
award,
New .Meadows resident
Christine Olson Davis, an English
major at BSU won the Judson Q.
Owen Award for the best piece of
creative writing in any genie in the
1989-90issue of The Rectangle,
Sigma Tau Delta's.International
literary journal. Davis received include: exploring cultural value
$1,000 for the award. Her piece differences; identifying cultural'
was selected by the poet Donald stereotypes in the United States;
Hall. . creating a foundation for wellness
Davis, a graduate student, read and stress management; examining
selections from herpoetry last month resources to improve the cross-eul-
at Cern Coso Community College' turaladjustment process, and de-
insouthemCalifornia. She alsohad veloping strategies for coping with
a poem published earlier in March culture change.
in cold-drill. BSV:s national, AU counseling eenier groups
award-winning literary magazine and workshops are led by senior
published by the English depart- staff, trained undergraduate para-
m'!;l}t. professionals and/or graduate level
interns.
To sign up for the workshop or
formoreinformation, call 385-160 I.
Students study-
ing abroad
learn to survive' Global Trqvel
in other cultures, moves off
campus until
October
Could you be stricken with
"culture shock?" If you are a for-
eign exchange student or a student
planning to study abroad, the an- Due to the renovation of the
swcr is probably yes. The BSU StudentUnionBuilding,theGlobal
Counseling and Testing Center will Travel office on campus will be
offer a group workshop on cross- closed for remodeling from April I
cultural stress management from 7- to October.
8:30 p.m. on April 12 in the Educa- Meanwhile, the Global Travel
tion Building, Room 636. agents on campus, Jan Combs and
The workshop is aimed at help- Barb Simkins, will be working out
ing students who are studying at of the Global Travel office located
BSU in a foreign exchange pro- at 301 W.ParkCenter Boulevard,
gram, students planning to study 338-6060. A telephone will be
abroad, and those who are members located near the cafeteria in the SUB
of minority groups with difficulties that will automatically ring into the
adjusting to a dominant culture. ParkCenterofficeduringtheremod-
Tlie workshop's topics willeling. '
DOR
Holger Doerr
GOURNE:AU
, • ASBSU Financial Advisory Board
• Ambassador - Boise State University
• Treasurer - Omicron Delta Epsilon
• Dean's List
it Manager - Student Union & Activities
• Internship - Office of the Governor
itt Who's Who Among Students of American Colleges
and Universities ' "
• Nominee - 1990 Leadership America Program
REGISTRATION.., Make it less time consuming
TEACHER EVALUATIONS.; Publish them
RECYCi.JNG,-Impleme~tcampuS;'wide program
.LIGHTING- Increasenigfirllghting for safety,
PROPHYLACTICS - Make available
DAY CARE - Upgrade existing program
, ~IBRARY1COMPUTERLABS -Exterid open hours
Isadore Gourneau
• ASBSU Senator - College of Arts & Sciences
• Ambassador - Boise State University .
• President - Native American Cub '
• Member -,BSU Multicultural Board &: Panel
• Member National Society of Professional Engineers
• Member - Alpha Kappa Psi '
• Member - Pi Sigma Epsilon
• Who's Who Among Students of American Colleges
and Universities , .
• 'Nominee -1990 Leadership America Program
PaId (or ~DOE1lR/GO'uRNEAu (or AS8SUPreOkt.nl!Vla, Pmld.nl
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pros-pect (pros'pekr) n.1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v, To explore
or search about, " , '
Color-full work moves local theater forward..' . _.
local motion: a catalyst for contrast
Dancers perform '
Contrasts In 'Motion
April' 13 'and.14
~
~'(' '/-
BYH,oily M. Anderson' , . "
The University News '".- ;. -',
I For Color Girls stars' 9alre , '
Callmpong, top, Diana C.'SCott,
right. Myra Miller, bottom, and
Antoinette WIlliams, lett. '
, They'llbe dancing everything but
that infamous "locomotion" at Con-
trastsin Motion, a dance showcase of
works choreographed and performed by
BSU students and faculty.
According toBSU dance instructor
Marta Brattain Hansen~ Contrasts in
Motion isapresentati~n of imaginative
and stimulating works in a wide variety .
of stylea ranging from the dramatic to
comedyandjazz. Modem dance and a
bit of classical ballet on-pointe are also
part of the JlCrformance; , '
Even the music is a eclectic mix,
with everything from rock 'n' rolls' ,
Fmc Young Cannibals to the new age
Philip Glass to,cIassical piano music by
Ravel on the sounds agenda. '
"This show really offers a chance
for the students to get creative. •• and
will be very entertaining," Hansen said.
She said that. in addition, to
choreographing their dance pieces, the
students have had to delve into all
aspects ofpedo~dance, including
lighting and Costuming,.to ready them-
selves fOr this show.
Ntozake Shange's award-winning dramatic dance and
poetry composition to pe staged In Boise Aprif11 - 13
The Obie Award winning dramatic presentation For Colored Girls Who Have Con-
sidered SuicidelWhen the Rainbow Is Enul opens in Boise this week. AIldjudging from
the playwright's dynamic and expressive appearance on the BSU campus last month, this
is one play worth seeing.
" Written in 1975, the play was first crafted in woinen's studies departments, bars;
cafes and poetry centers in and around San Francisco. Since then, Shange's lyric art has
electrified audiences on Broadway and PBS and in theaters around the world.
With For Colored Girts, Ntozake Shange captures the life experiences of all
women of color. She dramatizes a night in the life of a Los Angeles hooker, the
excitement of graduation night in New Jersey ,life in Harlem,love of music, the
dreams of a black school girl.rape, abortion, the loss of identity and the joy of
self-discovery through a technique the author describes as a choreopoem.
The Boise adaptation of Shange' s choreopoem - a collection of poems
voiced and given movement by performers - stars BSU students Caire Calim-
pong, Myra Miller and Antoinette Williams and BSU graduate Diana C. Scott,
and is being directed by BSU theater arts professor G. Michael Johnson.
Johnson calls the piece a "powerful and passionate theater presentation"
and believes Boise audiences will be extremely moved by these more urban
slices of life, particularly since Boiseans don't often have the opportunity to
see works dealing with the experiences of minority cultures.
"I believe this play represents an important step forward
for theater and performers of color in Boise, and Idaho,"
Johnson said. "I hope this is the first of a long list of produc-
tions involving people of color." He said the group plans to
take their production of For Colored Girls on tour around the
state after its BSU run.
Tickets for the play, which runs April I I through 13 in the
Special Events Center, are available at all Select-a-Seat outlets '
and at the door for $1 for students, $3 faculty and, staff, and $S
'general admission. The lights go down at 8:15 p.m,
AIld it is best to be in your seat on time. You won't want to
miss one minute of this touching play. As one critic said, "Re-
member when poetry used to give you chills, make you tremble?
, Ntozake Shange writes, that kind of rousing poetry. Ithas the power to
move a body to tears, to rage, and to an ultimate rush of love."
For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuj
is being sponsored on campus by the Student Programs Board.
__by Holly M. Anderson, The University News .
Students from
Marla BrattaIn
Hansen~srepertory
dance Class .
reheorse for
Contrasts In
Motion.
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The dance course offenngs at BSl,J
have undergone a significant expansion
this year. Currently three levels Qf '
ballet are being taught, as is a jazz class,
a modem dance class and a repertory
dance class. The repertory c~'is a
progressive, exciting addition to the
program because itdeals eXtensively
with choreography and the performance
of dance, accooting to Hansen. 'She. '.
says the goal is to eventually offer a
~ major here at BSU. . ,...
"Dance classes at BSU are floiuish~
ing in number and variety. With the
availability of iJppet levels of technique
, classes, this performance promises to be
anexcitingglimpse of continued growth
for BSU dancestuden:s," Hansen said
of Contrasts in Motion.
, The~conCertwillbeper-.
formed Friday~ April 13818 p~m.and
Saturday, April 14 812,pm, and 8 p.m.
at the Morrison Center's Stage n.
Sponsored by the BSU Departmenlof
Theaue Arts, tickets for Contrasts in
Motion are available 81all SClect-a-Seat .
, .oud~ and at the door for $2 forBSU
.stu~nts8nd facillty, $3Jorsenior and
,j~or~tizeDs, and$S general;
Graduate art
students show
their creative
adventures
---------....,/--'p~
.,X./
by Lee Arnold
The University News
The current
exhibit of art
graduate students in
the Liberal Arts'
gallery displays a
greater adventurous-
ness than shows in
recent memory.
What we have for the most part here is a
willingness to take chances and to get in
step with contemporary art,
Of the four students in the show --
Judee Edgerly, Pat Machacek, Andrea
Scott, and Laurel MacDonald -- Edgerly
has the most consistently well thought-
out concepts. Her work consists of 13
mixed-media pieces dealing with
growth and decision-making, and what
marks their strength is the coherence
and control of image and theme.
Edgerly takes a symbolic approach
consistent with her interest in the art
education of children. Her 12wall
pieces are arranged sequentially and can
be viewed both separately, as independ-
ent works, or as a unit. Overall, her
themes are stronger in sequence, but the
thought and craftsmanship in each is
high.
. Children have a sophisticated
system of symbols and signs vastly
underestimated by adults, and Edgerly'
chooses the fairly simple triangle as the
symbol for the obstacles one faces in
growth. (Adults, who patronize and in
just about every way undervalue
children, perhaps are the simpletons
when it comes ,to intellectual capacity.)
The best of Pat Machacek's
acrylics, Dissolving, manipulates line
without losing quality of painting. It
depicts pointed arches fading into a
. distance, networks of lines crisscrossing
in theforeground and background Her
training as an architect before coming to
Boise State has found its way in her
paintings. She belongs both to architec-
ture and painting by blurring the
architectural forms into pure forms:
. AIldrea Scott's photography
-consists of people with either an air of
culture or fascination about them. In
particular, the recent visit of African-
American poet and playwright Ntozake
Shange provided Scott with an opportu-
nity to bring out a facet of the writer
that stands in opposition to her public
, persona. In the minds of many she
conjures up an image of a proud;
militant black woman writer who
.confronts tier heritage and society • Yet .
Scott reveals Shallge as weary, but
humane, and her pride is palpable.
Finally Laurel MacDonald is
" represented, by some watercolors of
, children at play, which are executed
withfmesse but are not that adventur-
ous. Nonetheless there is a consistency
of vision and with time it could yield
in~tiitg results, provided she "
, continu~ to grow and absorb more
challenging themes.
The graduate art show is on exhibit
through April 18, and is open free to the
publk:9:30 am. tb 5:00 pm, Monday to
Fri,day, and 1:00 to 5:00 pm, on.
Saturdays. . .'
' .• 4~ ...... ., -.:' ..... , • __ ..... ", •. - .. ''Oi. ... ~ ........ ,.
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You simply con't miss these flicks
burning emotional intensity that it mercial releases. His Stranger
might just make you ask why this Than Paradise was oneof my top
film wasn't made earlier than 10 1984 films and Down by Law
1989-it seems so topical, so was very funny in its own weird
available. way •. Each of his films has
Henry V's breathtaking cine- displayed America in a new and
rnatography is stunning and every unusual light through the eyes of
single moment is beautiful to the outsiders who sometimes can't
.even communicate in
English. This director's
movies tend to take their
own sweet time getting to
the point but the trip is well
worth it.
If you hurry, you can
catch his newest film, the -
critically acclaimed
Mystery Train, through
April 12 at the Flicks.
Mystery Train, Jarmusch's
first full-length color
picture, tells the Rashomon-like
:t~~h~~~::;~~~~:~~~o~:: Pizzuto's intimate landscapes
is reconstructed in interesting mo- . Pizzuto, a professor of art at
ments that overlap and collide as . t:".7~,- : the University of Washington,
the stories are told. by Will Spec;uman J:A'" was in Boise to attend the opening
The first-s-end funniest- The University News 'I!. ~ of his one-man show at the Boise
story is concerned with two young ---------~"'-- Fine Arts Gallery.
Japanese lovers who have come to Eugene Pizzuto is a sightseer. The gallery, owned and
sec Graceland and Sun studios He entertains his audience with a operated by former Pizzuto .
and be near the home of the King. scrapbook fllied with pictures of student Mary Ann Goodman,
Mystery Train catches moments crusty terrain, monumental sites, welcomed theopportunity to
that are beyond priceless and ends and mysterious vistas, landscape show Boiseans what Goodman
up being more than a little maps, dissected and directed by a calls the "intimate landscapes of
familiar. puzzling but decipherable legend. an enthusiastic and committed art
teacher."
Combining the formal
landscape influences of Cezanne
and the splashy palette of Matisse,
Pizzuto abstracts colorful visions
from the American Southwest,
Washington's Palouse Range, and
the Mediterranean in this collec-
tion of works onpaper (selected
from a body of some 300 pieces.)
Pizzuto, a graduate of the
Cranbrook Academy of Art, has
been teaching at the University of
Washington formore than 30
years. Much of this work displays
the technical knowledge he has
acquired, and now shares in
classes which.explore art meth-
ods, mediums, and tools.
Working with a watercolor
underpainting, Pizzuto uses
acrylics and, oils with encaustic
wax techniques to bring the
countryside to life. In an effort to
"formalize" the work, Pizzuto
then uses a variety of tools to .
inscribe boundaries and identify
objects within the painted ,
environment. .
To achieve spontaneity, and
yet maintain the formal properties
of these landscapes, Pizzuto keeps
the works smaU(most are 8" x
10"), rapidly painting from
sketches or photographs gathered
'on the road.
Works this size are often
critically regarded as "not
serious," or simply as "studies" of
bigger works to come. Pizzuto
wisely refutes the corporate art
demands of "bigger is better,"
concentrating instead on the
ability to keep each piece fresh
and inventive.· .
Likewise, a Seattle art critic
recently suggested that Pizzuto
missed the-opportunity to bring
Abstract Expressionism (a form of
painting in which the act of
applying paint to canvas becomes
the primary concern of the artist,
outweighing the importance of the
subject matter.) Pizzuto contends,
however. that the process must
take second billing to the subject,
It is, after all,his love of the
landscape which inspired the
paintings in the frrst place.
Pizzuto's work will be on
exhibition through mid-May atthe
Boise Fine Arts Gallery ~475
Main SL, Boise •. The gallery is
open Tuesday throughFriday,12
p.m. to5p.m.,andSaturdays by
appointmenL .... .
Art by University of Washington professor Eugene Pizzuto
bye. IIff.Hall. I.~ .••
The University News ,11'\.
Shakespeare's plays· have
been committed 10 celluloid and
videotape several times and, just
like any other screenwriter, his
words have become either
movie magic or film
fiascodepending upon
which director was at the
helm of the project.
Some people even go so
far as to say that
Shakespeare's work is not
movie material.
Tell that to Kenneth
Branagh who defied
naysayers and movie
makers alike by creating
an impressive and award-winning
film based ona 4oo-year-old
script. This is Branagh's very
first picture and what a fine one it
is-he not only directs but stars in
the leading role for which hewas
given an Academy Award nomi-
nation for best actor. .
This film is great. The actors
put fresh, new faces.on classic
characters. The lines are read
with such skillit's comparable to
hearing something very familiar
with a new and attractive accent.
And many moments have such a
clip from Mystery TraIn
watch. The battle scenes, the
domestic scenes, the night in the
forest before the war all have a -
rich glow and fiery cast that make
them uriforgettable.
This is Branagh's directorial
debut and 1can't imagine what
he'll come up with next. How can
anyone top perfection?
Henry V is showing in an
exclusive engagement at the
Hicks. Don't miss it.
Jim Jarmusch's films tend
to be the most outright original in
feeling and style of all U.S. com-
TheUnive,.sityNews
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ERIC LOVE
Qualifications/Experience
• Student Asst to the Dean 01 Student Spacial Services, 2 yrs.
, Internship with Idaho Human Rights Commission
, University Ambassadors, 2 yrs., served as Vice-President - 1 yr.
• Black Sludent Union- VICe-Presidenl- 1 yr., President- 3 yrs.
• M. E. Ch. A - 3 yrs. served as advisor for 2 yrs.
• Native American Club'- served as advisor for 2 yrs.
• Multicultural BO.ard - 3 yrs, coordinator for 2 yrs.
, Governor's- Task Force for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday
Celebration, 4 yrs.
• BSU CoIllmlltae for the King Celebration, Co-Chalrman
• Peaceful Selllernants II & III, Internship
• Nominee - 1989 Leaoorship Ame~ Program
. HonoTsand Awards
• Homecoming King, 1988189
, Who's Who Among Students in American CoDeges and Universities,
1989
. • Nominated for Idaho Citizens of the Year, 1989
, Presldenrs Award -1990, for Outstanding servic8t9 BSU.
• Jefferson Award - 1990, for service to the cornl11unlty,lhe youngest
recipient In the slate 01 Idaho. .
• Black Student Union won Cultural Groupof the Year, and
Orgm:tlzalion of the Year in 1989 under the leadership of Eric Love.
fER I K E'N NON
Qualification$/Experience
• Associated Students of Boise Stale University Senalor - 1989190
'Student Union Board Of Governors - 1989190 Chairperson as of spring
'Chair of Jlppolnbnent Rsvlew Senate SUB Committee - 1989190
'Chalr t'!amlng Committee Student Union Board Of Governors -1990
'Jolrit Finance And Appropriation CommllleeJteglslaliveBudget Office Internship - 1990
,.-1 '
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"Larson's humor is refreshing after , BSU piano professors Madeleine Governor'sAwardsforExcellence
the non-stop drug and sex humor of . Hsu and Del Parkinson at 8 p.m. in the Arts. . .
.' many local comedians. He is by no ThursdaY,Aprill2intheMorrison The French-bomHsu earned
means squeaky clean, but a large Center Main Hall. her bachelor's and master's degrees
part of his act consists of Cosby- , The first half of the Idaho at the Juilliard School in New York
like stories of babies, diapers and 'Cen, tennial "Pops" Program will and her doctorate from New Yorkfatherhood. "
feature light classics including University. She has been on the
Larson, who appeared on ''WilIiamTellOverture''byRossini, faculty at BSp since 1971.
Showiime's Big Laff O,ff, has been . . "The Flight of the Bumble Bee" by Idaho native Parkinson also
known to use a few props, including : Rimsky-Korsakov and "The BIue made his performance debut at age
a folk guitar, black-rimmed glasses Danube Waltzes" by Strauss. 13. He earned his bachelor's,
for a nerd imitation, and twist-'em The second half is a11-Ameri- master's and doctoral degrees from
balloons for a humorous lecture on .can, to commemorate the Centen- 'Indiana University, and was
sex education. nial of Idaho's statehood. Pieces awarded a post-graduate diplomaA tim S ttl Laff Off PianistsMadeleine Hsuone- e ea e - , include "Stars & Stripes Forever" from theJuilliardSchool. Hejoined. th nedi h ed and Del Parkinsonwinner, e com Ian as open by Sousa, "Porgy and Bess" by , the BSUmuslc faculty in 1985.
I for Weird AI Yankovic, Roseanne P fhelvorl I' Gershwin and an Americana sec- . Tickets are $10 and $5 general
Comedian Michael Larson Cash, Tim Weisberg and Doctor. OpSgo e Ivones. 'tion including the chicken reel and admission, $3 senior citizens, stu-
Dernento among 0t!ters .. He has Famous piano duo a hoe-down. dents, BSU faculty and staff at all
Seattle cemedl 'appearedatCaesar'smLakeTahoe," " '. HsuandParkinson have been a Select-a-Seat outlets. The concertIan CJ Timothy's in Spokane llnd, In concert Apnl·12 duo-piano team for four years. isa benefit for the BSU Piano Schol-
plays BSU April 10 Giggles in Seattle and performed nt, . , . During that time they have given arship Fund. Co-sponsors are the
colleges throughout the Northwest' Celebrate the Centennial with recitals on both the East and West BSUmusicdepartrnentandDullkley
and British Columbia. 'a light and lively pops concert by coasts and both have received Music.Michael Larson, an irreverent
comedian whose antics have left
Seattle audiences laughing for years,
will perform at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
April 10, in BSU's Special Events
Center. The event is sponsored by
the Student Programs Board com-
edy committee. Tickets are $3
general admission, $2 BSU faculty,
staff and alumni, $1 students at
Select-a-Seat outlets.
Likened to Steve Martin and
Robin Williams, Larson has been
called a master of characterization
and quick wit. One critic wrote:
.Peterscn sings her
good-bye to BSU
and "Siete Canciones Populares Es-
panolas" by de Falla.
Peterson, a senior music ma-
jor, is a 1985 graduate of Jerome
High School. She has been a
member of the BSU Meistersingers
for nine semesters and Jazz Choir
for four Semesters, She is a three-
year recipient of the John Hunt
Scholarship for the Performing Arts
and the All Saint's Episcopal Choir
Scholarship. She has also received
the Britt Bowden Memorial Schol-
arship and the Boise Opera Schol-
arship.
Peterson has also been active
in the BSU theatre department,
performing the roles of Ellie in Show
Boat, Hodel in Fiddler onthe Roof,
Lois in Kiss Me Kate and Nellie in
Some Enchanted Evening.' She
played the Third Genie in the Boise
Opera production of Mozart's The
Magic Flute and will return to Vir-
ginia City,Mont., this summer for a
second season with The Virginia
City Players Brewery Follies Show.
UNPLANNED_
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free counseling
Choice ofAdoptive Parents
342- 6805
1416 W. Franklin Street, Boise
All services confldenllal
MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
AT CINEPLEX.()DEON·S NAMPA CINEMAS
ADMISSION ONlY $2.50
DOORS OPEN AT 11:30
THIS WEEKEND CHOOSE BElWEEN:
BSUsenior Valerie Peterson
j of if Henry
"""1'8" ...itontbem f1l.,~6fJ .JIV'J' ",..,.....s r» •.
it cf!ilr/..:j' sri. 'I !((·j7cIirJil.l'( .rror/adtvntur« strlf)'.......'..' ~ ' , .
({flIi/(ih/(' ii!.'
New Mythology
, comics & science fiction
1725 Broadway .' 344-6744
BSU student Valerie Peterson,
a mezzo-soprano, will present a
senior vocal recital at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, April 13 in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. The recital is
free.
Works performed include se-
lections from "Mass in BMinor" by
Bach, "Canzone" by Mozart,
"Jeanne d' Arc" by Tchaikovsky
Get your name-brand lenses and save up to
65lfo! Just compare these prices:
per lens
Soft daily wear clear lenses as low as $12.80
Soft extended wear clear lenses .. , .. , as low as $19.20
Soft visability tinted lenses ; as low as $20.80
Soft fashion tinted lenses as low as $28:80
Request your free catalog on discount name-brand
lenses today!
~
MEDICAL'
. ,SUPPLYTM
DIRECTINC.
P.O. Box 1415
Grand Forks, ND 58206
Fax number: 1·701·772·7602
Or Call: 1-800- 284-4354
** ***, *
:0~', .', .*
",,:\.~ ASBSU PRESIDENT**"-P VICE PRESIDENT
**'******'***
~.,.
1I(-:MtJ~, .Mem~:·
'/f~dneIS.
. we. M.~'----or
Jack Nicholson In Stanley KubrIck's
. The
Shfning
, • [!!J
NEXT W£E1<ENO.
THHOXlC AVENGl:R (RI
LED ZEPPUf(STHE SONG REMAINS THE SAME IPG)
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Recital features
guest musicians
fromRicksCollege
Ricks College music profes-
sors Darwin Wolford, organ, and
Kendell Nielsen, French hom, win
present an evening of "Mostly Ba-
roque" at 7:30 p.m, Wednesday,
April 11 in the Hemingway West-
ern Studies Center.
Wolford and Nielsen will per-
form selections by Henry Purcell,
Handel and John Blow. Wolford
will also perform'Passacaglia and
Fugue in C Minor" by Bach an~
original compositions.
The concert is the second in an
exchange between Ricks and BSU.
BSU music professors Oakes and
Brown performed at Ricks in Feb-
ruary. Oakes said he hoped the ex-
change will be expanded into a se-
ries of recitals.
The concert is sponsored by
the BSU music department Ad-
mission is free.
Earth girls, not
Earth Week, this'
week's best TVpic
The broadcast premiere of
Eanb Girls Are Easy will airon Fox
Night At The Movies Wednesday,
-April 11at 8 p.m. on KTRV, Chan-
, ne112.
This zany rock-musical com-
. edy.stars Academy Award winner
GeenaDavis(TheAccidentaITour-
ist, Beetlejuice, The Fly) and Jeff
Goldblum (The Fly. The Big Chill).
Co-starring are Jim Carrey, Damon
Wayans and Charles Rocket, The
film also features MTV personality
Julie" Brown, who co-wrote the
, screenplay as well as four songs.
When three love-starved ex-
traterrestrials splash land in a Val-
ley Girl's swimming pool, they get
a crash course in Earth culture-
Valley style. Arter a visit to, the
Curl :UPand Dye Beauty Salon, the
furry' aliens are" transformed into
hot California guys ready for a '
weckendofdancing,romancingand '
down-to-earth fun.
This film's hip soundtrack
features pop artist Daryl Hall &
John Oates, the B-52;s, Depeche
Mode, Information Society, andThe
Jesus and Mary Chain.
Curious about
"famo~s gardens
'and New York's
'C.entral.Park?
As a part of Earth Day celebra-
tions at BSU, Lawrence Rosenfield
of Queens College of the State Uni-
versity of New York will present a
slide-lecture on the role of parks
and gardens in American culture.at
7:30p.m. Wednesday, April 11, in
the Student Union Lookout Room.
Rosenfield'stalk,TheCelebra- .
tion of Civic Virtue: The Develop-
ment 0/ Public Gardens and Parks
in America. is free and open to the
public.
The focal point of the program
will be a slide presentation on New
York City's Central Park, the first
public park inAmerica. Rosenfield
believes Central Park has been cru-
cial in the development of demo-
cratic values, land ethics and land-
scaping in America.
Child prodigies -
dazzle BSU with
talent on April 14
The Aikeles, a family of five
award-winning pianists ages 6-16,
will present a piano recit ..tl at 7:30,
p.m, Saturday, April 14 in the Mor-
rison Center Recital Hall. The five
children of the Areo family began
piano studies at age 3 1(2. The
recital is free and is co-sponsored
by ihe Boise State University music
department and Winther Music.
. Sam, 16, will perform works
by Chopin, Beethoven, Alexander
Scriabin and Aaron Copeland. He
has soloed with the Idaho State
University Civic Symphony, Idaho
Falls Symphony Ochestra, Silver
Creek Symphony and Utah Sym-
phony Orchestra and has won sev-
eral national competitions. He stud-
ies with Gary Amano at Utah State
University. .
Jaime, 13, will perform works
by Ravel, Mozart and Liszt, She
also hassoloed with the Silver Creek
Symphony and ISU Civic Sym-
phony and was the Idaho State
Baldwin winner at age 12. She
studies with Amano.
Jennifer, 11: Ernily, 9: and
Alison, 6, will also perform, Jen-
nifer.a two-timewinnerofthe Utah
State University Piano Festival, has
placed in the Young Keyboard
Artists' Competition in California
and has soloed with the Idaho Falls
Symphony Ochestra. She studies
with Betty Beecher and Amano at
USU.
Emily and Alison also study
with Beecher. They 'have partici-
pated in several family recitals and
programs.
'"
club and organization prospects
AmntSty IrAmIIlonIl UnIYtl=llJ Cl1rlIIIan Ftllowlhlp
Meetings 118 saallId alii blrlh T!JuIdays d Meet.ro INert W8ctIaadrIy 817:30 p.m. SomG
8Y8f'/ IIlOIIh at 7 p.m. k1lhe SIudlIrt Unkln cala. pIaaIln 1IlG!lludent Union
ASBSU recevdZld ci.llI ~ crgarizIIonI mq~ flo If*. ....npa II e.Ir IdlIilAod IIlOOt>g b tIol.l'<X'1lir9
.................. c.me" lbe lWvw1I~ Nt-oIb..- 12n<lCl1HPlIlIon..fIl BId. CIUla-'lam.
Chi Alpha
~rlrtelllanl Duane aJhIer 01uie 52 Southern
Idaho AsselltlIas of God Churches wi speak on
"Our ResponsIlIIlIIlD tha CIIIrch of Jesus
Chrt::l". AprfI12 817:30 p.rn. kI Vo-Teeh IlIdg.
room 119. For rna'" Irtlrmallon cal344~.
campus Crulade lor ChrIsl
Meetings lII1IFriday rjJllS &17 p.m. kI room 102 of
tho Busiless Bulking. •
CIa (eRIe K InIemaIIanaI)
Meetings TUMdays 81 B p.rn. 101IlGA8d Room
01 the SpocIIII EVIttS Celt ....
T
monday~9thL
Registration begins for continuing students
for summer and fall 1990, registrar's office,
Administration Building, room 110. Hours"are
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday,Tuesday, Thursday
and Fridayand 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.Wednesday.
ASBSU Senatorial Candidate Debates,
noon, Student Union, Union Street Cafe.
SPB film, Wholly Moses, 8 p.m., Special
Events Center. Admission is free to BSU
students, $1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni and high
school students, and $2.50 general. Wholly
Moses. a comedy, stars Dudley Moore, Dom
Deluise, Madeline' Kahn and John Houseman
in the story of a shepherdwho hears God talking
to Moses, and thinks he himself has been
ordained to set his people free. .
tuesday 10th
Men's tennis, BSU V5. Cal-State Stanislaus,
tennis courts.
ASBSU Presidential Candidates De-
bates •. noon.:Student Union, Union Street
Cafe.
Lawrence Rosenfield of Queen's
.College of the City, University of New
York speaks on the Phenomenology 01
StupidIty; 3 p.m. Student Union Big Four
Room. rms presentation, sponsored by the
philosophy and communication clubs,"will focus
on the irrational side of human nature as'
distinguished from ignorance or innocence.
Comedian Mark Larson, sponsored by the
SPB comedy committee, 7 p.m., Special Events
Center. Tickets are $1 for students, $2 BSU
'faculty, staff and alumni,- and $3 general
admission.
wednesday.
through friday
...A...:P~II..
11th
13th
for colored gIrls who have constaoi
suicide/when the raInbow Is enut, a p
sponsored by the Student Programs Boa
8:15 p.m., Special Events Center. Tickets,
$1 BSU students, $3 faculty and staff, and
general. This dramatic presentation of Ntoz:
Shange's literary work stars BSU studentsCc
Calimpong, Myra Mil/er and Antoinette Williar
and BSU graduate Diana C. Scott, and is be
directed by BSU professor Michael Johnson.
wednesday 11th
ASBSU elections. vote at one of the pol
located in the Old Gym, Vo-Tech, Educalic
Building, Morrison Center, Business Buildir
and Library from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., and it
Student Union from 9 a.m, to 7 p.m. Studen
must have .their activity cards and photo ID
vote. '
Recital Exchange with Ricks Colle~
professors. Darwin Wolford, organ, ar
Kendell Nielsen, French hom, sponsored by II
BSU music department, 7:30 p.m., Hemingwi
Center, free.
The Celebration of Civic VIrtue: TJ
Development of Public Gardens 81
Parks In America, with Lawrence Rosenfie
of Queen's College in New York. 7:30 p.n
Special Events Center, free.
ASBSU elections. vote at one of the pc
located in the Old- Gym, Vo-Tech, Educati
Building, Morrison Center, Business Buildil
Ubrary ~nd Student Union from 9 a.m. to 3.p,
students must have their activity cards a
photo ID to vote.
Duo-pianists Madeleine Hsu and [
Parkinson. 8 p.m., Morrison Center Main H
Co-sponsored by the music department a
Dunkley Music, the concert benefits the B:
Piano SCholarshipFu~. Tickets are $3 for B:
students, faculty, staff and senior citizens.
and $10eeneral.at all Select-a~eat outlets.
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friday 13th
Bob Glbb Invitational Track Meet, noon,
Stadium.
Contrasts In Motion, a performance of
student·and faculty choreography presented by
the ,Department of Theatre Arts, 8 p.m.,
Momson Center Stage II. Tickets are $2 BSU
S!~d3ntsand faculty, $3 for Wjuniorswand senior'
Citizens, and $5 general admission and are
availablefrom all select-a-Seatoutlets.
Senior recital with mezzo-soprano
Valerie Peterson, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Center
RecitalHall,free.
SPB film, A Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy, 8
p.m., HemingwayCenter. Admission is free
to BSU students, $1 BSU faculty, staff alumni
and high school students,and $2.50 ge~eral. A
Midsummer Night'~ Sex Comsdy is a delightful
romp through Woody Allen's whimsical world of
slightly neurotic people.
saturday 14th
City Easter Egg Hunt, 9 a.m., Pavilion. co-
sponsored by KQFC and McDonald's, pick up
free tickets at any area McDonald'srestaurant.
(Y,,~ ~~ . r- ~~ .
-J' .<U. . •o 0 ",
o
Woody Allen's delightful
romp through the world of
the slightly neurollc: A Mid-
summer Night's Sex Com-
edy, shows on campus
Friday, April 13 and Mon-
day, April 16. All Student
Programs Board films are
,free to BSUstudents.
Happy Easter!
SPB Idaho Films Night, Idaho Transf~r
,(Video),8 p.m., Sp~cial EventsCenter, free.
Nice Strong Arm In concert with
opening guests the Humor Gods and
The Screws, 9:30 p.m., The Zoo located at
1246 Front St. Admission is $4 at the door with
an easter egg or $5without.
,monday ..A...F'"~IL., '. 16th
Teaching and Technology campus
conference, Simplqt/Micron Technology
,Center. Exhibits and seminars will explore
technology relating to teaching, free.
conterence continues through April 18. Call
385-3289 for more information. '
SPB film, A Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy, 8
p.m., Special Events Center. Admission is free
to BSU students, $1 BSUfaculty, staff, alumni
. and high school students, and $2.50 general.
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tuesday 17th
The Rewards' of Visual, Literacy a slide-
sho~ lecturewith author DeborahCurtis, 7 p.m.,
Hemingway Center, free. Co-sponsored by the
BSUart departmentand the Boise Art Museum.
Student recital with sopranos Tanya
Siebert Hili and Stacey Bean, 7:30 p.m.,
MorrisonCenter RecitalHall, free.
wed & thur 1&hrr9fh
English Minimal Competency Exam,
Second retest for all students with a $10 fee for
transfer and returning students. Call 385-1246
or 385-1423 for more information.
Luther Hartshorn art eXhibit, Speci al
Events Center lobby through April 22. Hours
are9 a.m. to 7 p.m.daily.
~SU Graduat~ ~rt Show, BSU Gallery of Art,
uberat.Arts BUildingthrough April 18. Hours are
9 a.m.-5p.m. Monday-Fridayand 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
,Saturday and Sunday.
Artwork from 4th, 5th and 6th graders In
the BoiSe Public Schools Gifted and
Talented Education Program, Liberal Arts
Building hallway across from Lecture .Hall 106.
The artwork is the culmination of a 10-week
period of study during which a variety of,
mediums-- watercolor, chalk, charcoal and
conaaes- were used to procuco a kaleidoscope
of colors, shapes and contrests. Don't miss the
"Phona Lisa" by Leonardo da Boise and
HM~em Lisa" by Leonardo da Bronco. '
Easter Egg Hunt, 10 a.m., Ann Morrison
Park. A gl'ant Easter Egg Hunt co-sponored by
the Boise ParkSystem and K-106 FM, free.
Bob Glbb Invitational Track Meet, 1 p.m.,'
Stadium.
Contrasts 'In Motion, a' performance of
student and faculty choreography presented by
the Department of Theatre Arts, 2 p.rn.: and a
p.m., Morrison Center Stage II. Tickets are $2
BSU students and faculty, $3 for wjuniors"and
senior citizens, and $5 general admission and
are availablefrom all Select-a-Seatoutlets.
Ballet Hlspanlco .. 8 p.rn., Morrison Center.
Sponsored by American, Festival Ballet, tickets
are available at all Select-a-Seat outlets for $25~
$20, $16; $8, with;a $2 discount for senors and
students. ' '
Plano recital featuring five Aikele children
ages 6 to 16 from Arco, 7:30 p.m., Morrison,
Center RecitalHall, free. '
'-:-.
, John
McMahon
by Mike cotbet:
'We had been driving for what seemed to be hours and I was just starting to doze off, when
suddenly my grandfather shot off the main highway and turned on to a bumpy and deeply rutted dirt
road. For several minutes the two of us bouneed mercilessly about the cab of his old red pickup until
we came to a sudden stop beneath what appeared to be the only tree for miles. He turned the key and
for a few minutes we sat silent, listening to the ticking of the engine and waiting for our dust cloud to
pass us by and move on down the road. .
, "Well, here we are," he said, motioning with his hand towards the expanse Of flat, dead desert that
stretched out before us. I looked outthe window to where he pointed, but could see nothing that would
interest a slightly irritated eight-year-old boy who had been dragged away from a neighborhood
baseball game to come on this stupid ride. I seethed with disinterest.
"Wow, grandpa," I dead-panned. 'That's swell. Can we go home now?"
He heard little of what I said, for he was out of the truck and walking away as quick as a flash. I
watched him go, expecting him to tum around, to come back and take my hand, but he did not
Instead, he kept walking until he dropped eJown into the bed of a dry river and out of sight. Suddenly I
felt a little uneasy sitting there alone in the old truck. I couldn't figure out what my crazy old grandpa
was up to. I slid my pouting body across the seat, pushed my shoulder against the rusty-hinged door,
and stepped out onto the hot sand. Slowly I walked towards where my grandfather had disappeared.
Though I didn't appreciate it at the time, my grandfather was a bit of a philosopher, and when I
caught up with him he was sitting on a large boulder looking out towards the horizon. I sat down next
to him and he spoke.
"You know, Michael, people can learn a lot from the desert Look out there and tell me what you
see." ....
I glanced about for a second or two, riot wanting to seem very interested yet feeling slightly
curious in spite of myself. I could see little else but sand and a few rocks here and there. The only
thing green was the tree under which we had parked. I tried to bring the topic to a quick close. "I
don't see anything grandpa; this place is dead."
He patted my head patiently. "That was a mighty quick judgment Michael. Look again; are you
sure that nothing lives here?"
"Come on, Grandpa, there's nothing here but sand and rocks. There isn't any water or plants.
Nothing can grow here."
He stepped a few feet away and knelt down beside a dinner-plate sized rock. I stood next to him
and watched as he put his hands under the stone and slowly tilted it onto its side. A beautiful black
tarantula with orange knees snapped to attention and stepped gingerly across the sand to a neighboring
rock in search of more privacy. Suddenly my grandfather was a magician who had just pulled a rabbit
out of his hat. His smile was broad and honest. I could hardly contain my excitement.' Like most
young boys, I had great interest in creepy-crawly things. Finding a live tarantula in the wild was, to
me, like discovering a piece of gold. My grandfather spoke, "Sometimes it takes a little extra effort to
get past your first impressions. To truly search is to sometimes move stones."
The spider disappeared and once again the ~sert looked dead.
\- _....,., .. '. -\-'
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Dr.Warren's Therapy Group
Remember my' telling you
about that poor, depressed woman
who had never gone anywhere
exciting in her entire life? Well,
Thursday, July 10 this is so bizarre! but just like her
Dear Cynthia, fortune cookie promised, she won
Thank you so very much a magazine subscription grand-
for the lovely flowers that you had .prizegive-away trip to some
delivered to me while I was in the obscure tropical island paradise.
hospital, way back in March. I'm Pongo-Pongo, or something like
sorry not to have kept in touch 'that I'm sure you must remem-
but, honestly dear, I have hardly ber reading about it in the
even yet got over the psychologi-newspaper a couple months ago;
cal (not to mention physical) there was this enormous tidal
trauma to which I was. subjected wave that completely engulfed the
when that horrible; huge black entire island. That was after the
man accosted me in front of the volcano erupted, of course. Poor,
beauty salon and stole my purse. poor woman! I'm sure she must
It was the most frightening have drowned, but that's certainly
experience of my life - I can't preferable to being smothered in
bear thinking about itl One hot molten lava, don't you think?
minute he was standing there at I had barely enough time
the bus stop, and the next he was to digest that thoroughly creepy
tearing off down the street, and bit of'information when Dana
me just lying there on the ground, began telling me about the other
practically unconscious from lady, the one who couldn't make a
fright! I am now up and around, decision, so always had to follow
but the doctor says the bone did someone else, remember? She
not set as well as he had hoped did the most astounding thing! It
and I may always walk with a seems she left to go on a hiking
noticeable limp. expedition in the Rockies (so out
After I was taken to the of character for herl), branched
hospital, I tried to reach Dr. off on an unmarked trail, and no
Warren:....- I wasin such an one has seen her since. The
emotional tizzy! - but his Search and Rescue party looked
secretary said that he had gone to and looked and looked, but no
Sweden. I gathered from her that luck. I once read in the National
it was some kind of spontaneous Geographic that bears wake up
moral imperative, but really from hibernation in early spring
Cynthia! just like that, without a and are really ravenous. . .
fare-thee-well or anything! So all . By this time, Cynthia, I
I co"!d do was leave a message was getting really down from
for hun ~oget back to me when he talking with Dr. Warren, as you
could. , can well imagine. (I'm afraid the
And,oh my dear, prepare Abyss of Bliss is not all it's
yourself --:- you won't believe chalked up to bel) But I had to
this. (Are you sitting down?) But find out from him/her if Mousey
yesterday, as I was out walking in Mickey, the occult cookie baker,
the par~ (my doctor tells me to had undergone any similarly
take bnef walks to help strengthen horrible tragedy. '(Now that I
the shortened tendon. Don't. think about it, she didn't eat a
worry, though,I always carry a . fortune cookie, did she?) And
can of mace :ovithme now!), th~s Cynthia, sure enough, absolutely
vr;ry odd~ qUite.ugly woman ~Ith nothing bad has happened to
a mascuhne build walked straight Mickey; in fact, Dr. Warren says·
~p to rn~and began a con~ersa- (withfar too much smugness, if
uon, as if we were good friends or you ask me, like it was all hisjher
something! Cynthia, this is the doing!) that Mickey has blos-
absolute worst -- how could I somed into an extraordinarily
.have ever been attracted to him ... beautiful woman, now that she
her ... Dr. Warren, I mean! He has relinquished her title of Jinx
'h~ beeome a woman!! .We,ll, Queen! She finally accepts that
kind of a woman, but still kind of , not all bad tiding are her fault, but
a ma~ ... oh ... it's so hard to I'm not so sure anY?iore - Ijust
~esc~ and I was so confused, I· .get so confused! ;
Just stood there dumbfounded Well it's lime for another
while she explained very matter- walk, so I'll itop for now. Please,
of-factly thathe had only d()ne__ let's do lunch at the club real
wh~t he had alw~ys needed -' soon. Maybe next Sunday? I've
desired, for God s sake! - to do, taken up golf now (because of my
which was to take off his mask . shortened tendon, you see), so I'm
a?d become the w~man inside.. going to try to get in nine holes
h?TI ... her. I.am still somewhat "before lunch. You really must
d1S~bed by It all, but I am meetmycaddy, Brian - he's
certainly nor ever goin~ back to such a.wonderful help, the way he
that therap¥ group again] lugs around those big, cumber- ..
Notthat there's anything some clubs and all
much left of our little group . .
anymore, according to Dane (or
Dana, as he and/or she kept in-
s!sting I call himand/or her!) .
by Pat Duncan
Sincerely,
Helene
ThIsIs the fi"!al po.rt of a four-week epIstolary serializatIon
... -- ... -,,'
'J\nyone is welcometo join'"
YWCA forms on-campus group to address student problems
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
The University News
power toward the elimination of
racism and sexism wherever it ex-
·ists."
-_~_ ........._~_-- One of the reasons Jacobs feels
the student YWCA is necessary is
because "women and minorities
have been oppressed throughout his-
tory. They need a place to go to talk
about problems and issues and to .
experience leadership while apply-
ing the talents and skills they have."
She added that it is a place to learn
and for women and minorities to
use organizational skills.
. "It's real easy to talk about
what's wrong -- not so easy to do
something about it -- (people) can
use the YWCA as a vehicle." She
added that we don't have to just talk
about it; we can do something about
it within the system.
Sexism and racism are only
two issues that the student YWCA
will address as the group grows . At
their second meeting, YWCA
In an attempt to bring students
together and provide a forum for the
issues of racism and sexism, a stu-
dent YWCA group has formed at
BSU. This student group, like
community YWCA groups, is con-
cerned with everything from voter
education to helping seniorcitizens.,
but it is primarily concerned with
the student life on campus.
Although' the acronym might
suggest' that the YWCA is a
women's orgunization, BSU
CA coordinator Robyn Jacobs
said that anyone is welcome to join.
'Racism and. sexism are human
ights issues, it's not just about
omen, it's about people."
Jacobs pointed out the purpose
f the student YWCA. "The Asso-
iation will thrust its collective
"-Brlngln1hlscOupon arid rent anyTwoarnrget one-free1
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members discussed a. mentoring Informal complaints like bar-
program for women to help others assment and assault also should be
with personal problems or prob- made public, said Jacobs. The
lems in adjusting to school. Non- student YWCA wants to make sure
traditional students can seek help. women know about what's going
balancing. school, work and chil- on, whether the information is dis-
dren. persed in a monthly bulletin or just
meeting.
Jacobs said, "I hope student
YWCA is the place where women
go for safety to talk about these
issues."
She said she wants the YWCA
to "become more visible so people
will know we exist in order to get
some of these programs (mentoring, .
etc.) going...·
The first student YWCA was
founded in 1873 at Normal Univer-
sity in Illinois. Itwas formed for a . c:.
variety of reasons, but it offered
mostly student services which at
that time were not offered anywhere
else on the campus. The programs' .
ranged from intellectual study
groups to services where women
could talk to one another about
problems or issues of concern to
them.
For more information call
Terry-Ann Spitzer, faculty advisor
at 385-1131.
"... women and minorities have
been oppressed t/lroughout history.
Theyneed a place to go to talk
about problems and Issuesand to
experience .leadership while apply-
ingthe talents and skills they have. ".
Safety on campus is another
important issue to YWCA mem-
bers. Related issues include report-
ing of rapes and the specific loca-
tions rapes occur so women will be
aware of dangerous areas on cam-
pus.
by word of mouth. According to a
survey by conducted by one mem-
ber, most women do not know where
togo for help or toreport an incident
of violence or harassment .
Date rape and abusive relation-
ships were also discussed at the
.. I 'I '
•
Looking good 'or spring
The' freshest styles, the hottest colors,
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BSUdeboters
end season with
impressive wins
Cultural
food, song
and dance
festival, is
big hit with
Baiseans
, .; ,
Led by first-year student
Kim Evans and sophomore
Michelle Moore, the BSU inter-
collegiate debateand speech
, team captured its second North-
I." west' Forensic Conference
(NFC) Division IIChampion-
ship in three years-hi Tacoma, '
Wash., last month. '
Evans was named the
tournament's outstanding jun-
iordivisiondebaterwhUeMoore
posted a fust-place finish in ex-
temporaneou's speaking and
took second in informative
speaking. They were joined on
the all-tournament debate team
by five teammates- Ty Lostut-
ter ,sophomore, Heather
Klukkert, junior, first-year stu-,
dents Shawna Dunn, Jennifer
Hinckley and C.J. Martin.
EightofBSU's 12debaters
received honors at the event, the
final conference tournament of
the 1989-90 season, with nine
finishing in the top 10 in their
competition.
, Two debate teams ad-
vanced to the final round and
fmished the tournament in fifth
place. The novice division team
of Klukkertand Pam Cooper,
senior, lost a splft decision to a
team from Clackamas College
in the quarterfinals while Evans
and Moore lost to the eventual
championship team from the
University of Oregon in the
junior division.
In addition to Moore'sfirst-
,and second-place finishes, sev-
eral other Broncos fared well in
the speech competition.
, Klukkert tooksixth in speaking
to entertain and ninth In.oral
interpretation .of dramaticlit-
erature; Cooper placed seventh
, in speaking to entertain and'10th
in persuasive speaking; sopho-
more Stacy DUM took seventh
in oral interpretation of dramatic '
literature; senior Lori Ewing
grabbed seventh in informative
speaking; Lostutterplacedninth
, in programmed oral interpreta- ,
tion; Lucas Rose, a sophomore,
tookllinth in speaking to enter-
tain; senior Mack Sermon
grabbed ninth in extemporane-
ous speaking; and Loren Petty,
junior, placedl0th in persuasive
speaking.
BSU finished ahead of a
field of a dozen other Division II
,schools that included Pepper-
dine, Oregon State, College of
Idaho, Linfield, Seattle Pacific
and Northwest Nazarene.
Boise State outscored two-
thirds of the NFC's Division I
schools, including traditional
powers Gonzaga, Pacific, Wil-
lamette, Humboldt State, Ne-
vada,Lewisand Clark and tour-
nament host University ofPuget
Sound,
The BSU team concluded
.Iis season in Port Townsend,
Wash., at the Pi Kappa Delta re-
gional tournament March 17-,
19. '
(, .
by Steve F. Lyon
The UnIVersity News Above: Rebecca Chan.
C1emencla Chow. Helen
Chen and Fay Chen
perform the Chinese Fan
Dance.
Students and community
members alike were treated to an
exotic festival of food and enter-
tainment April? at the 12th Annual
International Student Festival held
in the Big Four Room of the Student
Union.
Over 130 countries were repre-
sented at the event sponsored by
BSU's International Student Asso-
ciation. The fabulous food, of
• course, provided a delicious diver-
sion for palates accustomed to typi-
cally blander American fare. The
dishes-delectable and unpro- -
nounceable-such as Chirashi-
Zushi from Japan, Great Wall sweet
and sour pork from China. a flavor-
fulchickensaladfromEcuador,fruit Chun Kuen Chan brought a
pudding from Hong Kong were but traditional staple from Hong Kong,
a few of the highlights. pork fried rice. "It's easy to make,"
BSU international student he said, and takes about one hour.
Charunee, who has been in this The dish contains rice, ham, green
country three months, put together 'onion, pepper and salt.
a native Thai dish called Meekrob, The Richmonds from Boise
made from white noodles, oil, sugar, 'have been coming to the yearly event
salt, vinegar and fish sauce, The since the beginning. "We come for
recipetakes two hours to prepare, the' food and entertainment," they
she said; , 'said. Years ago, the event started
Right: BoIse'sown
Nejwah performs a
Mlddle-Eastem sword
dance.
The performers were
participants In the 12th
Annual International
Food. Song and Dance
Festival presented by the
BoIse State Intemallonal
Student Association on
April 7
Noto TQI4a/lhe Unlvenly Nowl
out as a potluck, a small gathering
of community members and inter-
national students. Since then, the
event attracts hundreds eager to
devour the distinctive delicacies,
After the dinner, students at-
tired in costumes-some formal,
some casual-from their native
countries introduced themselves and
described 'what they'Were weari~g
and on what occasion it is worn.'
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of 9.675.
"We had a great season.-l'm
proud of my team," BSU coach
Sam Sandmire said. "We feel real
Last Saturday the Boise State honored to be on the, same floor
.gymnastics team, struggled on, the with those other schools. I felt like
beam and feU from contention at the we were up to the level of competi- Spring Sports
NCAA West Regional at UCLA's tion, but just did not have our best As far as most BSU athletes ...
Brown Gymnasium. The fifth- meet today." . involved in spring sports are con-
. seeded Broncos finished seventh BSU finished the regular sea- cerned, the summer-like April
with a combined team score of son March 19 at home with a season weather in Boise suits them very
185.375, nearly seven points be- high 188.95 over Northern Colo-. well.
hind sixth-seeded UCLA who won rado and carried high hopes into the Track and field athletes won't
with a score of 192.05. High Country Championships held have to jump-start their legs before
Sophomore Anne Staker fin- inSalt LakeCity the following week. stepping onto the traek; tennis play-
ished 14th in the all-around with a .There the Broncos finished a ers won't have to scrape ice from
37.375. Junior Cherianne Calkins 'disappointing sixth place after five tennis rackets or defrost tennis balls;
who holds the BSU gymnastics all- of the six gymnasts fell off the beam. warm coffee has been replaced with
around score well off the paceofthe Each fall costs a gymnast half a ice water in the baseball dugout;
leaders. Freshman Chrissy Koen- point from her score. _ and BSU golfers have peeled their
necker captured 17th place with a "People don't realize what a last piece of skin from putters upon
score of 37.0. team sport collegiate gymnastics is. completing an 18-holeround of golf.
Both Staker and Calkins fell When the first girl misses it, it af- Now, athletes with a moment
. from the beam and finished with fects the whole team," Staker said tospareduringpracticearelooking
scores of 8.85 and 8.5 respectively. following the meet. ' for a spot of shade to cool off in"
Sophomore Debbie Justus scored a The Broncos lose only one instead of a spot of sun to warm
9.2 to finish 18th in individual gymnast to graduation, Karey themselves up.
honors on the beam. MacMillan, and have only two jun-' Butthere is a group 'Ofathletes
In the floor exercise, Staker iors currently on the team, Calkins oncampusthatmightbeprayingfor
fi . hed . thwith h' h asky overcast with clouds.
uus nm WI ateam rg score and Noelle Draggoo, . Last Wednesday, while the rest
"fBoise was enjoying the sun with
Westlers finish season ~~~~~u;c:,:~~:;e~:~
paradingontotheblueturfofBronco
at NCAA nat-Ionalmeet Stadium decked out in the properattire for a full-contact practicesession. .
But, surprisingly, the heat is
less hindrance to the team than it is
a benefit. Just as last Saturday's'
first spring scrimmage helped the
coaches and players function in a
competitive.game-like situation, the
spring heat will help them prepare
for next August when fall practice
begins.
Assistant Jim Fleming pointed
out that the heat is not important
when compared to the mass prepa-
ration that needs to take place for ~:,
next season.
"ltmightbea l00degrees when
we play in September," said Flem-
ing.
The Big Sky Springboard
The Big Sky isn't recognized
as a"quality basketball conference" ''1
by the national powers-that-be. In
fact, it seems that the closest the
Conference can get to the national
spotlight is the distance between
Reno and Las Vegas. '
But the Big Sky isn't without
national respect;' as mild as this
respect might be.
As more teams saw their sea-
sons end either before or during the
NGAA Tournament, the annual' .
revolving door was activated. It's
the time of year that coaches around
TheBoiseStatewomen'straek the country walk straight from the
team competed in a triple dual meet telephone to their suitcases, onward
last Saturday against Oregon and ent Bronco men landed individual .to, a different-and' hopefully.
. Washington Stilte. Iionors.brighter-future.
Stachia Neeley won the long Eddie McElroy was third in the The Big Sky Conference has
jump with a leap of 19-1,1fl. to lead open 400:-meter hurdles with a time largely benefitted from the revolv- ,.
the team. Neeley also took second of 52.62seci>nds. CliffDillard was ing door effecL Kermit Davis, One
in the 4OO-meterdash (57.15), and thirdinthehighjump,clearing6-11 of the conference's top coaches,
third in the 200-meter dash (25.48). Itl and Eugene Green placed third. ,moved ,to the Southwest Confer-
The Broncos' 400-meter relay in'the open and intercollegiate long ence, which is considered to be
also captured frrst with a finishing jqritp'wilh abound 24-71/4. .' ,arriving at the national. scene.
time of 41.05. Nichole E!1glish Another Bronco.contingent in The Big Sky also saw Herb
placed second in the shot put hurl- Ogden for a meet at Weber State. WiUiamsand Larry Eustaehy , both
ling the shot 42-11 3/4 .. Christine Bryan ,Gerfen finisbedthird in the st:SSOned assistants from respecled
Johnson leapt 5-7 toplaces~ond in' shot putwitl,1 a toss of4Q-lfl.. Asa, programs,·enter into a conference
the high jump. . . .' , Nims finished fourth in the pole . with quality men such as Bobby
~=~~==""....:==============...I As a team the Broncos fell. to vault with adizzyingI8unchof 15, ,Dye and Stew Morril already grac-
Oregon 97-42, and toWashington .: Jnthetriplejump theBroncosing the Sidelines' .' .'
S~te85-49. , .' , . . fm!shedth~dan.dfourth.JerrLang' 'I}1e Big SkY may Seem like
. At~eFresn~RelaysSatutdaY fmlshedthirdwlthaleapof46-1/4 small POlatoe~ wlienviewing the
atRadcliffe.Stadiumon ~~~pus and Nell Edwards fmished fourthall~imPOrtant Big PiCture, but it's a
~~~"""~~",":"",,,,,,";"~,,,,,~,,,,,,""'~"""""'~I of Fresno CltyCoUege thieediffer- witlla 46-11(.2 inChes. " coriferencethatisfarfroulstagriant.
%$
'I.. ,,~... , , .............,'_._'.',r·~·
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Bronco·gyrnnasfsfallfromconfenfion afUCLA
by Matt Fritsch
The University News
Paul ExUne/Th. Unlv.1I1ly N.WI
Gymnast CherianneCalklns competed at UCLA
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Boise State spring
tennis nears playoffs
junior third seed Gavin Fenske (5-
7), who was beaten by Montana
State sophomore Ravi PaUdpamu in
three sets, 6-3, 4-6, 6-1. Junior
Boise State continued. toward fourth-seed Jeff Perkins (3-6) was
Big Sky tournament play last week- beaten 6-2, 6-2, before fifth-seeded
end as the BSU men competed in Dirk Mattheus (5-4) won in three
the Weber State Invitational after a sets over fellow first-year student
match in Salt Lake against the Uni- Scott Potter of Montana State.
versity of Utah, and the women SophomoreMikeParkerwasbeaten
played the Idaho State BengaIs on 6-2,6-2 at sixth seed for Boise State.
Thursday, and the University of The flrst-seeded team of Pablo
Utah on Friday. Bracho and Mike Bums defeated
The Big SkyPlayoffsare sched- Tam Callis and firsl-year student
uled for April 20-22 for the men, John Paterson in doubles play, while
while the Big Sky Regionals are Gavin Fenske and Dirk Mattheus
slatedforApril13-15forfuewomen. were beaten at' number two, and
.The Boise State men went into Mike Parker and Jeff Perkins were
their weekend matches with a team beaten in three sets as the third seed
record of 4-8 on the season. Over' for the Broncos.
spring break, the Broncos travelled Results from the consolation
to' California, where they were round of the tournament were not
beaten by AirForce(2-6), Cal State- available as this issue went to press.
.Hayward (3-6), and West Valley The Boise State women sport
CominunityCollege(4-5). Themen an impressive 124. record after
defeated St. Mary's 7-2 before los- winning two and losing one over
,; ing to Nevada 3-6 on the return trip. Spring break.
Boise State saw its record drop The Broncos' two victories
~, to4-9 as the tJniverisity of Utah, over the break came against Utah
ranked in the top 20 nationally, State, whothey'vebeatenfourtimes
scored a 9-0 shutout. in the 1990 season.' BSU defeated
TheBroncos travelled toOgden the Aggies 5-4 in Logan on March.
to compete in the first round of the 29, and again the next day, in the
Weber Sta.te tournament against first round of the Wildcat Invita-
Montana State on Friday, where tionaI.
they were beaten bythe Wildcats, Boise State then faced Weber
6-3. ' . State College for the first time this
It took three sets for Montana season, ,and was defeated by the
State firstseed Tarn Callis (9-3)to SOUthern bivision leader 2~7.. The
defeat BSUjuniorMike Burns, 64, winuppCdthe Wildcats' record to
4-6,6-2. The loss dropped theBSU 13-3'on th.e season, and kept them
number-one seed to 5-9 on the sea- undefeated in divisional play. .
son. '.' . ResuItsfrOmtheBSUwomen's
Second-seeded 'Pablo Bracho weekend matches against Idaho
uppedhisrecordto7-6withawinin State and the University of Utah
'straight sets, and Was followed by were not available at press time.
Oklahoma State by a 4-2 score.
Nelson fmished with arecordof'Zd-
10-2.
Three BSUwrestlers competed Mitch Mansfield, from Shelly,
in theNCAA ChampionshipsMarchr was also defeated in the first round
22-24. at·177 pounds. Mansfield finished
Junior Nels Nelson and senior with a record of 14-11-1.
Jim Putman qualified for thena- Jim Putman, from New Ply-
tional championships by placing mouth, advanced to the second
third in the Pac-lO Championships, round ofthe'167-pound division by
and junior Mitch Mansfield was defeating Northern Iowa's Greg
chosen by conference coaches to White 10-3, but was beaten by sec-
Icompete in the national tournament ond-seed Brad Traviola, who even-
after finishing fourth in the Pac-Iu tually finished second nationally,
tournament." by 6-3 score. Putman then lost in the
Nels Nelson, from Dillon, firstconsolation round to Bret Gus-
Mont., was ousted in first-round tafson, 6-2. Putman finished the
action in the 150-pounddivision by season with 25 wins, nine losses,
fourth-seeded Todd Chesbro of and two ties.
by Corky Hansen ."
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Br.onco track teams
clean up at meets
by Matt Fritsch
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Spring sports
' .. :and .
springboards
by Corky Hansen
The University News
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Broncossplifdouble-header
.......,--'--------'--~,had problems early on, as Idaho
by Corky Hansen scored two runson three hits in the
The University News top half of the fust imiing.
In the top of the second,afler
The Boise State club baseball . KnottstruekoutthreestraightBron-
team entertained the University of cos, the Vandals' first twobauers
Idaho and the University of Mon- singled, and were brought home by
lana club teams in an attemoon a Wade Wilsondouble .. Before the
triple-header inHawks' Memorial inning was over, Idaho had built a
Stadium last Saturday. 6-0 lead.
Idaho beat Montana 9-3 in the "I couId never get a rhythm,"
flrst game, as the Vandals (S-7) said Lyke, who regained his com-
scored eight runs in the first four posure in the third' and fourth in- .
innings and built an 8-2 lead. The nings, allowing but one run on two .' .... ....' 'BrlanBeckIKfl'heUnlYallllVNewa'
r ~, game constituted the Grizzlies' hits and abase-on-balls. BSUpitcher Jim Lyke'sends a Vandal diving Into firSt~se .
season-opener. Boise Stale came back with ueva kept Montana at bay for the· by striking out Grizzly third-baSe~
. Starting pitchers forboth teams one run in the second inning on a short time he pitched in the third man Pete Giardino.' .
went the distance for their respec- Tom Messenbrink triple, but its only game,astheGrizzliesmanagedoneMter Montana cut the Boise
tive teams. Vandal pitcher Bob serious rally came in the bottom run on one hit in the f1I'St three State lead to 6-S with three runs in
DeMontigny allowed three runs on half of the sixth inning. With. two innings. Villanueva struck out five the top half of the fifth inning, the
nine hits, while Grizzly pitcher Fritz outs and one man on base, center- . and walked one in working three Broncosavenged with nine runs in
Neighbor allowed nine runs on 13 fielder Brad Crossland singled, and ~innings. . their half of the fifth inning, Three
hits. Brett Wright walked 'to load the Third baseman Rob Cooper runs came across with a double to
In the second game, Boise State bases. Left-fielder Tom Messen- sparked a three-run f1I'Stinning, as center by BSU shortstop Shane
,wasstymiedbyIdahopilCherCraig brink singled home two more runs he cleared the left-field wall for a Wallace, and first-baseman Jay
Knott, as Knott struck out five 'Yith a single to right field to make home run with one out. The Bron- Jones doubled moments later, again
Broncos in the game's first two the score 7-3 in favor of Idaho. cos scored three runs over the next with the bases full.
innings. Brett Wright scored from third base two innings to claim a 6-0 lead. The game was called due to a
"Craigpiiches in our big onaMessenbrinkstealofsecondto BSU pitcher' Jeff BurnhamlS-S Boise State lead after five
games," said Idaho player/coach finish the scoring for Boise Stale. walked the f1I'Stfourbatters he faced innings.
Wade Wilson.· "He keeps the ball The-Vandals scored five runs in relief of Jesse Villanueva,but The Broncos (3-10) played
down at the knees, which is a tough on only one hit in their half of the managedtoescapewithjustonerun Montana and Idaho twice on Sun-
f pitch to hit." . seventh inning to finish all scoring, scored against him, as the Broncos day, but results weren't available as .
Conversely, BSU starter Jim 12-4. forced to Montana outs at home this issue went to press.
Lyke and the Boise State defense Bronco pitcher Jesse VilIan- plate. Burnham finished the inning .
.1·
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volleybdllsignees
announced for
1990s8ason
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by Corky Hansen
11'IeUniVersity NeViS
. The Boise State volleyball and
football programs have signed play-
ers to national letters -of intent
Head volleyball coach Darlene
Bailey' Pharmer .announced five
players to letters of intent.' Four of
the incoming are first-year students,
and one isa junior college transfer,
The five incoming players will be
joining seven returning players next
season.
Skip Hall, BSU head football
coach, announced 11 players who
have. signed nauonal leuers of in-
tent Ten of the incoming football
players are fast-year students.
Heather Wilson, a S-foot-9
outside hitter. from Lynwood, .
Wash., is the Broncos' lone signee
froin a junior college. Wilson was
a membetoftheRicksCoUege team
that finished 11th at the 1988
NJCAA National c;hampionships.
Wilson was afirst-team All-Amen"
can in 1988.
She is one of three signees that
play the outside hitter position, and
will help to fill the void left in losing
senior outside hitter Debbie Hans- .
mann, who was a three-year starter
for the Broncos. .
, "Heather will bring much
needed experience into our pro-
gram," said Pharmer,
Melanie Shamet, at S-foot~10,
is another outside hitter joining.
Boise State. Shamet led Park Hill.'
_ Senior High. Kansas City ,Mo.~to
back-to-back state championships..
and earned First Team All-State
honors following the season. ,,-
"Melanie is a big, strong ath-
lete," said Pharmer, "She has the
power and physical ability to de-
velop into an excellent outside
player,"
The third hitler joining the
Broncos is Melissa Dahl, from
Nooksack Valley High School,
Lynden, Wash.
"We expect tremendous things
from Melissa," Pharmer said, add-
ing that DaIll is another strong ath-
lete. "She should contribute to our
team in some capacity next year,"
The remaining two volleyball
signees .are middle blockers, who
.will help to fill the hole left by the-
departing tandem of Sandy Stewart
and Kelly Baker started all four of
her eligible seasons;' '
Kristen Dutto, at 6-foot-l"
played atTuIare Union High School,
Tulare, calif. where her team was
East Yosemite League Champions
for four consecutive seasons.
"Kristen hasexcellentDivision
I potential," Pharmer said, "Be-
sides her size and strength, slie has , ~
an outstanding learner's attitude."
Krislen Schroeder, at S-fook-
II, was a two-time All-State selec-
tion in 1988 and 1989 for David
Douglas High SchQOl, Davis, Port~
land,Ore. .
Boise State signed 11 fOo~baQ
p~yers to nationall~tterS of i~tenl,
including, players from the"Magic' .
Valley and as' fat'away as Pennsyl-
vania. .
Four linemen signed with· the ~
Broncos; one offensive lineman,
onedefelisivelineman,andtwowho .
couIdplayeidierdefenseoroffense.
Rich Cooper, a 6-foot-6,,220-
pound offensive lineman from
Centennial High in Boise, was a
1989 fust team all-state performer'
as an offensive lineman ..
fj I
see"Signe.es/' page 17
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by Corky Hansen
The Unlv8l1ltY News
Thomas remarked on the intensity
and hunger of the team saying, "We
had great" intensity ihroughout the-
whole scrimmage. We might have
made some mistakes, but we gave it
100 percent,"
Coach Hall said he wants his
team to concentrate on taking care
of the ball, eliminating turnovers
and interceptions and eliminating .
costly mistakes. '
He said he believes daily em-
phasis, concentration and, most
importantly, attitude will be the key
needed to unlock the door to a win-
ning season and possibly a Big Sky
Championship.
There is also a great deal of
concern with the injury situation
(four players were injured this'
week), filling the center position
and choosing a reliable quatterbaclc.
The Broncos will practice
Tuesdays, Wednesdliy~ and Thurs-
days at 3 p.m. April 3 through April
26, with scrimmages each Saturday
at9:30a.m. TheBlue-Orangegame
.will be April 27 at 7 p.m,
ons who hope to impress the
coaches, this time is crucial.
When asked what the strengths
and weaknesses of the team are thus
far, freshman linebacker George
Thomas said the strong leadership
of the senior players was the team's
biggest andmost important strength.
As for a weakness, Thomas de-
scribed a large gap in the level of
experience between the seniors and
the first and second year players,
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1Who can explain the differences .• between the Stafford (formerly GSL),
PLUS(Parent Loan for Undergraduate
Students) and SLS(Supplemental Loans for -
Students) loans? .
2 Which bank offers all three types of• student loans? .
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Executive office candic:lateslayif on the Une.
mJ2i~':~~~' 0 . , . . Po<JExIne/TlMl Un IIeM
On April 5, The University where, but I don't really think there
News conducted an informal is.
Interview session with the five Love: The parking office sells as
ASBSU presidential tickets. many permits as people are willing'
They were asked five ques- to buy. While some people have
tlons and were given the classes only part of the day, I said,
chance to answer freely with- "How can you continue selling all
out time limits. As a result, these tickets when we don'thave the
some of their answers were spaces?" and they said, "Well, some
rather lengthy and wer.e ~-,. people have classes in the morning;
I~~ becauseofspacehmlta- some have them in the afternoon."
tlons., ., . . Butthatstillisaproblem.lthinkwe
The five flckets Include: need to evaluate the problems ,work
Tom Humphries end Grant within the university and perhaps
Roy; J~ff Duggan and Klm- with the City of Boise, to corne up
berly Ziebarth; John Bartels with solutions.
and Greg Farden; Eric love We need to fmd solutions that
and Terl Kennon, and Holger would not only benefit present stu- The Teams: Candidates for ASBSU'president and vlce-presldent (left to rlght) John
Doerr and Isadore Gourneau. dents now, but also, as the future of Bartels and running mate Greg Farden. Tom Humphrles and running mate Grant Roy; and Holger
B
. S U' . Doerr and running mate Isadore Gourneau discuss BSUIssues. '. . . - . l,';.:.,'·
orse tate niverstty grows, we -need to. incorporate a system that Also, .SPB put on a lot of con- the plans you've talked about? With these groups talking' to the
Every year students hear po- would be beneficial to the future certs more oriented to a younger Bartels: Well I know they've done senate, they'd have a very strong
tentialASBSU officials say they also. generation. They need something some research into how long the studentvoicetotaketotheadmini-
want to solve the parking prob- Doerr: Parking isa huge problem at more beneficial to non-traditional library is' open, and how' long it stration and lay it on the table, say-
lem. What exactly is this parking Boise State. We thought it would students. should be open, and some of the ing this is what we need, we have
problem, and is there really a so. be kind of neat if wejust went with Love: Firstof allwedo need to start members found' that if it is open this much support. And not just to
lution? the existing resources that we al- working on. programs geared to- longer, students will stay longer» address the issues at Boise State,
Humphries: First of all the first ready have by just taking two lanes wards non-traditional students as they're not there till 11 o'clock just but also the other universities in
part of the problem is space; the of University Drive and make all of they make up a great deal of our because they know it closes. The Idaho, since these issues are not
second part of the problem is utili- those parking spaces, which would campus community. I'm riot sure of administration needs to be aware of only BSUissues, but with non-tra-
zation of space. In winter time be basically at no cost whatsoever the exact population of non-tradi- that, ditional students, it's' also a state-
when they remove the snow, just for to the students, and would just redi- tional students, but we need to start And just the general awareness wide concern. I think Boise State
. an example, usually they wind up rect traffic over Beacon and over paying more attention to theirneeds. brought up to the administration on could be the front runner and help
pilingonthrceorfourparkingspaces Boise Avenue and over the other I would agree on extended li- computer hours and all of those the other universities as well.
in each 10LAlso another problem side of Myrtle. If this doesn't work, brary hours and extended computer problems. They aren't aware of the
with it is, although they're buying and hopefully it will, then we could lab hours. I also think thatASBSU problem, and if they're not faced What will be your plan of at-
increased parking places south of look to the possibility of shuttle could help with an existing organi- with it everyday then it's a lot easier tack for your first month in of·
the university, the condition the buses. zation-theNon-TraditionaIStudent not to have to worry about it and not fice?
parking lots are in are not one that Shuttle buses are a good idea, Club-and seewhatproblems they're deal with it. But if the student Love: I think the most important
I'd want to drive my vehicle in. but in reality they're very expensive having within the club, getting government is strong enough, and I thing that needs to be done is to
That's why I spend $65 a year for a and it would also be kind of an in- members involved, and seeing what believe it would be with us in there, establish a good working relation-
reserved parking. convenience to students who would their needs are. it would be more powerful and more : ship with the senate. The executive
Duggan: Parking space is the have to wait at the shuttle bus loca- Also getting some attention to convincing to the administration on branch and the senate have seem to
number one concern on this cam- tions. Parking garages are another the club, because I think a lot of stu- those issues. be divided all year. I would like to
pus. Unless we build a multi-story solution; the problem is they would dents don't even know they exist Love: I have a really good working get an excellent working relation-
parking garage, people on campus cost about $1,500 per space and and then also working with SPB on relationship with the administration ship with them; sit down, have a
are going to have to get used to the that's very expensive too. trying to cater some programs to- and the faculty and staff. I worked meeting, make an understanding
reality of walking a little bit to getto wards non-traditional students, and with Student Special Services for between the two branches, and be
.their classes. In some bigger uni- Each year more non-tradi- maybe more family programs like two years, and so I had to commu- more unified. I think we need more
versities people are accustomed to tional students enroll at BSU. they had this year. nicate with the library and look at a. unity between SPB also. We can be
walking very far distances. I know What can ASBSU officers do to Doerr: BSU does have a great non- lot of provisions in the handbook. more effective by working together,
we are a commuter college and a lot help these students with their ad. traditionalstudentbody,andtomake Also working with Dr. Keiser and so we need to unify the government
of people like to drive, but we have justments? things easier on them since this is a other administrators, I feel that I ! branches from the beginning .
. to realize we can'tgetoutrightatthe Duggan: I think it's very important commuter school, we were hoping have the knowledge and the skill i Doerr: We want to establish a good
front door and walk to our classes. that from the top leadership down, we could extend the library and fIrst of all to work it out with them. working relationship with the sen-
And maintenance is another big we have representation for these computer lab hours and extend the I would also mobilize the students ate; we want to constructively work
r- thing we have to deal with. With non-traditional students. I myself child care program. support to show the administration with them. We also want a good
those dirt lots they are purchasing, I am considered a non-traditional A lot of non-traditional students that if it's something that students working relationship with the urn-
would very highly encourage truitstudent, and there are 'certain needs have children, and the child care want, then we have the power to versity ·administrators because
maintenance run a grader over those that as non-traditional students, I around here is basically goodtitjust make the decision, and ifwe wantto, ASBSU works together with them
once in awhile because unless you think we can address, and they're needs to be extended-The people askfor extended hours, then we're on many issues. We would like to
have a4.wheel drive pick up in the not needs of dances or parties, but· that we know that'have children in going to get it. get into the minds of our students by
winter, and even right now., even needs of computer time, labs, rear- the child care program had to wait.a Doerr: Once again, extended hours implementing a questionnaire and
though the lots are dry, you can do ranging things so that it's more full year to get into the program. are a problem $1t ASBSUpoliti- asking them what their concerns are
a lot of damage to a small car. So convenient when people have to The computer lab and the library clans have not taken care of. What and see what they want todo. We're
I'd like to possibly see if we can work in the day, attend classes in hours need to be extended, espe- we plan to do with our experience hereto accomplish something. We
obtain some space off campus, and the afternoon, and use the labs at cially on the weekends. Although working with differentdepartrnents .want to have a good direction; we're
add a shuttle system we might in- night, extend the library hours. Just most of the labs are open on 'the of this campus and the overall not here to just kick back and sit
corporate into the parking issue. really kind of revamping the unt-'weekends, there's no one there and administration is to establish a reo back and do nothing. We want to
r-:- ..,....::.-..,....=------.:...-----~:::;.---'---"l no one to \lelp students. We are ally good workingrelationship with help the students out in Dlanyways.
e,specially looking at finals week. the administrators and work with Humphries: Firstofall, with mana-
We need 24 hours at the library them to extend library and com- gerialexperienceand my four years
and at the SUB. I know it would be puter lab hours. And even to work in radio, the fIrst step to working
an increase in spending, but it's with the State Board of Education if with people is having the ability to
something students need. This in- we don't receive any support at the listen. BaSed upon the pUblic serv-
stitution is here to develop all stu- university.. iceI have done so far in my life, and
dents. We need to gear ourselves Roy: Ithinkweneedtoextendthe Grant'smanagerial vast areas of ex-
toward that. library hours and expand computer pertise, we feei V{ecan· work' with
Humphries: I have corne up with acc.ess. Both Tom and I have had anybody. There's nobody we can't
a specific outline programmed for ,the opportunity to work as interns get along with. We're not here to
justexactIythisissue. Wehavebeen on the state and national level, so dwell 'on past problems with the
in contact with major corporations •we know what it takes to work with past administrations. The pastprob-
in Boise. About 80 percent of the governmental agencies in helping lems' with the past administration .f
Jeff Duggan (left) listensas ErlcLove discusseshisplans Ifelected. camp~s is non-traditional students. the BSU campus. Our experience' are exactly that, the pasLWe're here
",-.."..._--.". --,--,--,--.."...--=---:'--..,....~~- _I've been going to this school since goes beyond the university. to concentrate on the future.
Farden: Space once again is a versity from the n'ormal I8-year- , the fall of 1985 night classes, and Duggan: The fIrst things I think we We can work with anybody; we
problem. After attending the old viewpoint, since the average: not one thing has changed for the really need to address is to simply can work with the senate, we can I'
COSGA student government con- age is 27.\ non-traditional students. This pro- listen to what the problems are with work with judiciary, we can work]
'ference about.a month ago, we Bartels: I agree with thaL I think. i gram we're proposing will address non-traditional students byway of with SPB. We.are attempting now -
learned that parking is a universal that one of the important things to i .child care, it will address housing. surveys and focus groups. to establish agood contact with Dr. ~"~'.
problem; It's not going to get solved tpuch on is the library h~urs. I think Anotherprograrn will include gradu- In computer hours and library Keiser and we have an appointment
overnight. Once again, a parking a lot of people are havmg to study, atesfromBSUwhothemselveswere •hours, we maybe missing the boat" to see him in the very near future'I'.
garage; I have some ideas in the later in the evenings because they non-traditional students and who ,and there may be something more and that's basically one of our
senate,. but the problem again is h~ve to work !n the afternoons and said they would be willing to corne '.important with non-traditional stu- strengths.
space. We have talked to the senate support a family and afford a plac.e' back to assist with this program. So dents. I would sit down with some Duggan: 11le first thing I'm sure all
about the possibility ofa shuttIe bus to hve, because they are non-tradl- weaIreadyhave theseprograrnsset of these clubs that cater to non- of us wants to do is establish a
on top of Protest Hill. People. are tionaIstudents and· they rieed .Ii- up to meet those needs. traditional students, listen .to' some slJOOg working relationship with
going to have to walk. I'd like to say brary hours that are really extended of their problems and try to organ- the senate. We're all aware of the
there's a miracle out there some- more, than 11 o'clock. What will you doto implement ize groups in pursuit of those issues. problems, not only in last year, but
iI' \ .. ,I' ',-, ...... ; ,- " Ifi~-Gzn-TZrwa7h'
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my opinion down everyone else's Everyone can hear everyone else. c;. ...
jhroats, but it would be a column If I, as president, put my foot in
where I could merely inform stu-. my mouth.I do it in front of every-
dents what the issues are in ASBSU body else publicly. I want the stu-
or issues that are going around the dentgovemn1entlobeheldaccount-
campus. I would also do a similar able for their actions. That's why I
forum with KBSU. But just inform brought up certain things in the fall.
people what's going on. It wasn't to make the senate look
Issues are coming up that are bad, but it was to inform students on
going to- have an impact on the what was going on and what I felt
students. The fee increase, or any- was inconsistent proceedings in the
thing remotely of interest to the senate. Some are little fun nights,
students, I would like to advertise butalsomajorevents,liketheMartin
here and promote the areas to have Luther King celebration. That was
the entire student government, the three days of events that thousands
executive branch "and the senate, of students attended. Bring in more
present at the hearings so we can educational programs; programs of
.~, the senate can speak, and the substance, but we do need to have
studel1tscanhaveachancetm;peak. fun incorporated in that also.
person is thevoicc of ASBSU, and
using this personcan bring results.
You Can let everyone know what's
going on; let everyone know what's
happening in .the ASBSU student
government, I believe there's 62
clubs and organizations on campus.
With that many groups, there isn't a
group that one person can't get in-
volved in. There's so many diversi-
ties and interests in this that any-
body can really get involved.
The University News
every year, between the senate and your books for a much higher price
the executive branch. I'm noexcep- and buy them fora much better
.tion .. It's really very important to .price.
have a successful working reladon-. .
shipwiththesenate,becausethey're Apathy ... what can we do to
really the power of ASBSU. With· involve more students in student
out the senate on your side, you government and student organl-
really can't accomplish any goals zations?
we're talking about. . Doerr: What we want to do is, with
In my past experience I have the current expansion of the Stu-
been a senator before. and I've also dent Union Building and moving
been student body vice-president, the location of ASBSU, it will be
so I know what feelings are in- much more visible to the overall
c volved as a senator and as an execu- student body population.
tiveofficer.lvery strongly believe Secondly, we want to have a
that I will beable to incorporate a lot much better and expanded market-
of those expeaences into a very ing program which. promotes
strongworkingexperience.It'svery ASBSU activities and just gets
important to establish a very strong people involved and excited about
executive group. As the. student the things that we're doing. That's
body president. I want to establish our main goal.
~~i;~~i ;:S ~n~i~~n= ~~ will ~~~~~i~~=:::g::ar~~~!!:~~me!! .t
students. ing; we'd like to have all the com-
In the first month it's important mittees filled at all times,
to set the groundwork for listening Roy: It is true that there's a great
to the budget. child care issues, the deal of apathy on campus, and it's
lighting issue, and the recycling one of our big concerns. That's one
issues. It's. very important to start of our forefront reasons in running.
the groundworlc that f11"Stmonth so We feel that there needs to be more
you can follow through for the re- involvement between the outside of
mainder of your term. Boise State University and the in-
Bartels: As it's been said, the first side; that it shouldn't be a campus
thing thathas to happen before things that you just come to. We have a
can get done is there has to be a very good programs which we are
strong student government. The implementing and which we could
ASBSU right now, especially in the start with right away. We are not
senate, as it was said earlier, is one interested in just parking.
of the most powerful branches, and We want to do something that
it needs to be since it represents the helps BSU students because the
students, and without the students purpose for going to college is that
behind them they lose an awful lot you want to better your career. And
of p~~~~ have been a lot of prob- ~~~::~i;e~~~~~~~~ ~~~~!!'1Qme!!>
lems, especially in the last two their goals.
semesters. People have been get- Duggan: The problem with student
ting an idea that they haven't been apathy is also a problem because we
doing any thing and have been lag- are a commuter college. There's not
ging. Students have not been able to that many people living on campus,
get the information on the things so a lot of people are on campus for
that areon the positive side; they've a short time; they come to class and
been getting more negative feed- they do homework, and they leave
back from what's happening. What again. I think that's one of the main
needs to happen f11"Stof all-is the reasons we have a student apathy
executivebranchandthesenateneed problem. One of the ways to solve it
to definitely be working ~~r to- whic~ have worlced very. s!1cc~- I think there's a lot of apathy
gether, and since we are now m the fully IS to have wel~-pu~liclzed m- among non-traditional students-
senate, we have a very good work- fonnallittlerapsessl~nsm.theS~, because they feel that they're being
ing relation and verygood rapport where the preside~tJust ~d of Sits leftout, Theone thing that John and
with the other senators. There were down on a table With a microphone, I have worked on was the fee pro-
problems last semester with people says a. few issues, and gets some pow committee, and we approved '.----------------------..,
like Mr. Love who would do any- . feedback from the students where a fee increase for the intramural ........ ••• .. 1111
thing they could to make the senate the students really feel like they're program. The reason why we did •••• "...... .. 1
look bad, trying to recall senators taking an active role in decisions this was to ge, the non-traditionals
and trying to messwith elections. It that are being made for them. involved. It was going to have days
really ended up tearing power away, And also,lU1Yprogram, any ftlm, where families could come out and
in ASBSU, and that needs to be i any lecture that is remotely involved gokiteflyingandhavegunnysack
reestablished by an executive in the i with ASBSU -" itreally needs to be races and stuff like that It's little .
senate.· : advertised that ASBSU, your stu- projects like this that are going to
While this is being done, the frrst : dent government, is sponsoring it cut out the apathy and get students
thing we want to establish in the . It's very important that the students more involved in this campus. .
very f11"Stmonth and what we want . know that their money is being spent Love: First of all I think that I can
to get started on it right away, is a for these things, and that they can honestly say that I've done. more
.book sale that's run by a student or- also see that their student govern· than anyone other person to end
ganization.-possibly more than one. ment is involved in these activities. student. apathy here in the last two
This is run already in other schools. I think with .the informal !Up ses· years.. . ..
I can't believe it hasn't started up sions and With the adverusmg of I feel one mamreason fo.r stu-
here. yet This would save every student acti~iti~s, it'~ very impor •. den~apathris~ere'salackOflOfor-
student a lot of money. When they . tanL Maybe It Willb~g up some of mauon be.lO~CIrCulated. So What,I
take their books' in, they~cansel1 this level we have nght now on· w~UlddoISJustteUs~udentswhat~.
their books for whatever price they campus. gomg on. I wou.td like to ~ave. a .
want to throllgh this organizatio~, Fard.e!,: First o~ all,what ~e need weekly column 10 The.Umverslty
and a student can buy their books If to uuhze more IS the public re~· News, and that wouldn t be a col·
they want to there. You can sell tions manager for ASBSU. ThIS umnwhereIcouldpreachorshove
r-~~---~-------------~: Domino's Pizza:
: .ROOMMATE SPEOIAL . I
'
I 99· ;. Two small 6 ..
: Two topping piz~aS+tax I
: CALL us :
I expires 4-16-90 345-5551 I
.Oi .. llI'l<»"'.'- 2162 Broadway I.'I ...,.......20.00
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continuedfrompage 3
oly on book prices.
.'I'm against the proposed
campus wide alcohol ban.
.1will stand behind all efforts
to increase student involvement in
ASBSU· and help reduce student
apathy on campus.
Matt
Burney
.\
Position Running For: Sena-
tor, College of Business.
Finance .:
Awards and honors: Boy's
State scholarship, Granite State
Challenge scholarsh, Pierce Col-
lege Budget committee, Pierce
College Promotional Advertise-
ment. Board of Student Activities,
Pierce College.
•Betterregistration procedures.
•Parking problem-addressed
and alliviated.
.Publishing of evaluations of
professors.
•Beuer quality control of the
food served in the MariotL
.Rentals $5.00/day
SP'ORIS'· i5¥ :r:..:.a a=-..5=':.~;-. , . ==~~;; ;;=-=-g;~~=
•More appropriated funds
going to the colleges of education.
Helm.
Position Running For: Sena-
tor~for College of Education. ..
Bilingual Multicultural Ele- 4;
mentary Education. '
Awards and honors: North-
west Association of Special Pro-
grams ETS Scholarship Recipient,
Girls State, Leadership Boise··
Chairman, Business Week, Rotary
Leadership Scholarship Program
Recipient. Miss Drill Team Idaho-
4th Place, Who's Who Among
American High School Students (2
years).
-Child care-In favor of im-
proving.
-Campus lighting--4n favor of
improving .
-Bscort Service-In favor of
implementing.
'Recycling-In favor of im-
plementing.
.Registration-In favor of
speeding up.
Reg. $139.00
Now' $89.00
Stop in soon
1033 Broadway • 385-0440
(~tudent Organization·~ Advisor Recognition
Awards andA&MU.lfu11 of.F~e Banquet
Dale: Wedn~ay, April '25, 1990
Time: 600 pm
Venue:&udenl UnionBig Four Room. .
Advic!lors~ Pi"esidentg of all &udent Organizations are. requested to collect. their non·
trBMfernble complimenlary Ucketg at the &udentActivities omce at ~lJ]) n.Addiliooal
tickets maybe purchMed for $7.00.inthC&udentl\ctivities omce. 'lbe IB.!lt.day to cOllect
and PUrchallC tickers is.MOn9aY'Apn1 '23. 1990. .
.....
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Applications avaUable for PEER ADVISOR posi-
tions. Requires 40 hrs/wk. July 9-Aug. 10; 12-15 hrs/wk.
Aug. 13-Dec. 18. Duties include assisting students with
academic planning. class scheduling, choosing a major.
and referral to BSU departments and services. Paid
training takes place 20 hrs/wk. starting June 18. Candi-
dates must be current BSU undergraduates who can
model academic success and time management skills ..
Pick up andretum application at the Academic Advising
Center. MG .102. Due April 20.
ABSOLUTELY NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED!
Excellent wages for spare time assembly. Easy work.
Cali 1-318-828-2989 EXL HI232. 24 hours including
Sunday.
Need extra money? Spare time? National marketing
fum offers part time position posting promotional mate-
rial on campus. Call Leslie Bennett at 1-800-592-2121.
Sun Vulley Company Is now hiring. Excellent Jobs
.await you illbeautiful Sun Valley. A representative will
be on campus April 9 to recruit for laundry and house-
keeping positions. Training wage starts at $4/hr. with
bonuses. Low-cost employee housing BV ailable. Must be
available from June through Labor Day. For interview
contact Randy Smith at 385-1745.
$$HUNDREDS WEEKLY$$ (PIT) Completing MIl)
Refund Policies. U:S. GOVERNMENT PROGRAM.
CALL 10713.292.9131;' 24-hour recorded message.
Please have pen ready.
" ,..
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government Jobs-your
area. $17,840-$69.485. Call 1-602-838-8885. EX'T.·
R5924.
CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring, Christ-
mas and next summer breaks. Many positions, Call I-
805-682-7555 Ext. SI163 (call seven days a week).
W altress/short order cook needed. Tlmberlanes, 4860
Emerald, Boise. Must be 19+ years old. $4/hr start.
Apply in person please.
EARN $2,000/monthl)' or more at home. Send self-
addressed stamped envelope to: 4421636 St, W. Lan-
caster. Calif. 93536.
Millionaire seeks partners. Share 50% Income. De-
tails sent freel Call now! 24 Ius. (213)856.5444.
NANNIES!!! As the fastest growing agency In the
cast, we offer immediate placement in the New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut areas. Our agency's "plus" is
that you personally meet with our parents and children
before you accept a position. Certified training classes
offered. Great benefits-paid vacation, health insur-
ance, and more. Over 250 nannies placed yearly. Ycarly
employment only. NANNIES PLUS 1'-800-752-0078.
New donors earn $30 donating life-saving plasma.
Present this ad and you will be paid $15 following your
initial donation; donate a second timc in the same calcn-
.h. 'dar week and you will be paid another $15. American
Plasma Systems, 1021 Broadway Ave. Open Tues.,
Wed .• Fri., Sat., 9-5 p.m. 338-0613.
..-,
Earn $13 donating plasma. If you haven't donated
plasma in the last 30 days. you will be paid $13 follow-
ing your donation. American Plasma Systems. 1021
Broadway Avc. Open Tues .• Wcd .• Fri., Sal 9-5 p.m.
338-0613 .
. A FREE. GIVf JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student grotlJ?s.
frats and sororities needed for marketing project on
campus. For details plus your FREE GIFr. group offi-.
cers call 1-800-765-8472 EXL 50.
, .
WIN A HAW AllAN VACATION OR DIG SCREEN
TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS II I
Fundraiser with minimal commitment; potential to raise
$1 ,4oowithno investments. Campus organizations. clubs,
frats. sororities call OCMC: 1-8oo~932-0528 or 1-800-
950-8472." Ext. 10.
Original 60s Rock Posters from San Francisco's
Avalon Ballroom and Family DOg concerts. Grateful
Dead. Quicksilver. Jefferson Airplane, Doors. and many
, more. Excellent condition. Leave message for Brian at
336-6893.
FOR SALE: 1982 280ZX-black, T-tops,; The per-
Teet car for those summer road tripsl All options.Ieather
interior. electric everything. Low miles. excellentcondi-
tionl $6,600. Call 3"62-5874. evenings.
MUST SELL: Hoover portable dryer with excellent
appearance and runningcondition S95. Brandnew-bed .
wetting alarm with buzzer-s-Seers brand. $45.3-whccler
and girl's bicyc:le. Cali 343-5983 evenings.
For sale: '1979 Camaro, V-8, Excellent condition.
S2,~. Call384-5398 after 6 p.m.
VlSAOR MhSTERCARDI Even Irbankruptor bad
creditl We guarantee you a card or double your money
back. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext: M1289 (call seven days
a week).
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REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from
government from $1 without credit check. You repair.
Also tax delinquent foreclosures. CALL 1-805-682-
7555 EXT H2151 for repo list your area (call seven days
a week).
SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4-wheelers, TVs, stereos,
furniture, computers by DEA. FBI. IRS and US customs.
Available your area now. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext.
C1767 (call seven days a week),
Rock 'n' Roll. classic rock. country. blues. duos. For
more information. phone 466-4872.
GUITAR LESSONS by Kevin Walker, graduate of
Berklee College of Music. Rock. jazz, blues. metal; also
music theory. ear training and harmony. Call 336·1204
after 6 p.m, or leave a message. .
WANTED: RV'Sto rentfor Spring Fling. $SO fm-one
day. Contact An~ela at 385·3655.
LOST: Ring-watch, len In Education building'
women's lavoratory on sink. approximately March 1.
Reward offer¢llfyou found it, or think you (olDld it.
please call 343-3815. Leave a message.
'.
Interested In buying wooden car speake.r boxes that
fit 6 X 9 speakers .. Contact Ron at 342-4230. Leave
message.
MUSE, INC. "When you're not sure where to start"
Musical instruction-guitar. bass, drums. keyboards.
Songwriter's assistance-arranging.producing and mar-
keting your original material. Band bookingS-:-Iet a live
band make thcdifferenceatyournextpartyorreceptionl·
DIETING SECRIn'S, UNUSVAL METIIODS. Easy,
safe, effective. plus 119 recipeS. 147-page book SI1.95,
Glendessa, Box 11382, Hilo, Hawaii 96721.
